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I. INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS
Objectives and Rationale
The ~ajor objectives of the Decline Curve
project were to
1. Test the decline analysis methods used in
the petroleum industry on geothermal
production data,
2. Examine and/or develop new analysis
methods,
3. Develop a standard operating procedure
for analy~ing geothermal production data.
Various analysis methods have long been avail-
able but thcy have not been tested on geothermal
data because of the lack of publicly available
data. The recent release to publication of sub-
stantial data sets from Wairakei, New Zealand,
Cerro Prieto, Mexico and The Geysers, U.S.A. has
made this study possible. Geothermal reservoirs
are quite different from petroleum reservoirs in
many ways so the analysis methods must be tested
using geothermal data.
Data and Analysis Methods
Data and analysis methods were gathered from
the petroleum, geothermal, and hydrological litera-
ture. The data sets examined include
1. Wairakei, New Zealand - 141 wells
2. Cerro Prieto, Mexico - 18 wells
1
3. The Geysers, U.S.A. - 27 wells
4. Lardcrello, Italy - 9 wells and groups
5. Matsukawa and Otake, Japan - 8 wells
6. Olkaria, Kenya - 1 well
The analysis methods tested were
1. Arps's equations
2. Fetkovich type curves
3. Slider's method for Arps
4. Gentry's method for Arps
5. Gentry's & McCray's method
6. Other type curves
7. p/z vs. Q method
8. Coats' influence function method




1. The exponential equation fit is satisfac-
tory for geothermal data.
2. The hyperbolic equation should be used
only if the data fit well on a hyperbolic
type curve.
3. The type curve nethods are useful if the
data are not too scattered. They work
well for vapor dominated systems and
poorly for liquid dominated systems.
4. Coats' influence function method can be
used even with very scattered data.
5. Bodvarsson's method is still experimentJl
but it shows much promise as a escful tool.
2II. THEORY OF RESERVOIR DECLINE MODELS*
(1) Decline mechanism
where Pr is the density and C is the heat capaci-
tivity of the wet formation. The release of vapor
is then
The ratio of free surface to compressibility
effect follows from (2) and (4)
Considering porosities in the range ¢ = 0.01
to 0.2, a thickness of H = 10 3m and taking tha,t
s = 2 x 10-IIPa- 1 , we find that the ratio giveh
in (10) varies from 50 to 10 3 • Thus, at normal
reservoir conditions the free surface lowering
releases a much larger amount of reservoir liquid




(9)2dqf/dp = p CTH/p Lr s
(dq /dp)/(dq /dp) = ~/gpsH
r c
and we can thus define a specific rate per unit
area of a slab of thickness H
A geothermal reservoir has essentially three
capacitances, (1) fluid/rock compressibility, (2)
free liquid surface mobility and (3) reservoir
liquid vaporization. In essence, item (3) is
also a compressibility effect similar to (1). In
this section, we will very briefly review in a
semi-quantitative manner, the relative magnitudes
of the effects listed above.
Consider a reservoir consisting of a slab of
thickness H and of a large horizontal extent. The
porosity/permeability can be of the fracture or
intergranular type but is assumed to be suffici-
ently homogeneous that an average porosity ~ and
capacitivity s (storage coefficient) can be de-
fined.
On these premises, we find that lowering the
pressure by 6p in a vertical column of unit area,
releases because of compressibility a total liquid
mass of
Along similar lines we obtain the ratio of
the vaporization to the compressibility effect on
the basis of (2) and (9)
(1)
where p is the density of the liquid. We can then
define a specific release per unit area of (11)
Let g be the acceleration of gravity. Lower-
ing the pressure by 6p corresponds to a lowering
of the free liquid surface by 6p/pg. Hence, for
the same 6p, the free surface releases a total of
dq /dp = psH.
e
(2) Considering the case of T = 200°C = 473 K and
using standard values Pr = 2500 kg/m 3 , C = 10 3
J/kg'K, s = 2 x 10- 11 , Ps = 7 kg/m 3 and L = 2 x 106
J/kg, we find a ratio of about 2 x 10 3 • Since Ps
is the main variable in (11) this ratio will
decrease with increasing temperature.
where Ps is the vapor pressure along the saturation
line that is denoted by the subscript v. Hence,
assuming saturation ~onditions, the lowering of
the pressure by 6p lowers T by
Finally, we consider the effect of inter-
granular vaporization. Let Ps be the density of
the vapor, L the latent heat of vaporization of
the liquid and T the temperature in kelvins. The
Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the liquid is then
approximately
Summing up the results of the present section,
we conclude that in the case of liquid dominated
reservoirs with common porosities and where no
vaporization takes place, the free surface effect
is larger than the compressibility effect by a
factor of 102 -10 3 • In such cases, the reservoir
response to long-term production will be dominated
by the free surface effect.
The situation is more cOlilplex when vaporization
takes place. Theoretically, this effect can r=-
lease approximately as much fluid mass as the free
surface effect. However, in most practical ca;es
where production is initiated at liquid dominated
conditions, the vaporization is more or less
confined to the local volumes around the borehJles
and the ratio in (11) has then to be reduced br a
volume factor that may very roughly be of the Jrder
of 0.1 or less. The free surface effect would also






6qf = p~6p/pg = ~6p/g,
and then the specific release
and the release of heat per unit volume of the wet
formation is
(7)
*Chapter II was written by Gunnar Bodvarsson,
Geophysics Group, School of Oceanography, Oregon
State University, Corvallis, Oregon.
Vapor dominated reservoirs have, as a mat:er
of course, different characteristics. There i; no
near-surface free liquid surface and ps in eqwtion
(2) has then to be replaced by the product ¢y vhere
y is the steam compressibility. Usually, the~
is a vaporization at a deep liquid surface and
this effect dominates the long term reservoir
behavior.
3(2) Pressure-flow fields in slightly compressible
formations with Darcy type flow
where q is the mass flow density. Moreover, let
p be the fluid density, s the capacitivity or
storage coeffici.ent of the formation and f be a
SOurce density. Combining (12) with the equation
for' the conservation of mass,
(2.i) Diffusion equation. Let p(t,P) be
the pressure field at time t and at the point P
in a Darcy type domain B with the stationary
boundary surface Z. Consider a general setting
where the permeability k is a linear matrix
operator and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid
v is also taken to be variable. It is convenient
to introduce the fluid conductivity operator
c ~ k/v and express Darcy's law
G(P,Q,t) = (lips) L un(P)un(Q)exp(-Ant/ps). (18)
n
(17)
expressed as a sum (or integral) over the fun-
damental whole space source function
-1 -3/2Go(P,Q,t) = (8ps) (Bat)
exp (-r2pQ /4at)U+(t)
Second, the Green's function can be expanded
in a series or integral over the eigenfunctions
of n(c). If p and s are constants, then
and its images. The symbol U+(t) is the causal
unit step function, a = c/ps the diffusivity, and
r pQ is the distance from Q to P. Whenever appli-
cable, sums of this type represent the most
elementary local and/or global expressions for
G(P,Q,t).
(12)4-q ~ -cvp
we bbtain the diffusion equation for the pressure
fieild
i
wheFe IT(c) ~ -7(c'l) is the generalized Laplacian
opeFator. Appropriate boundary conditions that
may' be of the Dirichlet, Neumann, mixed or more
com~lex convolution type, have to be ajoined to
equt! tion (14). The case of a homogeneous/isotro-pic isothermal formation results in the simpli-cat(on IT(c) ~ cIT = -cV 2 where c is a constant.
Mor~over, stationary pressure fields satisfy
the potential equation
The formal link between the two types (17)
and (18) is provided by the Poisson sUll@ation
formula (Stakgold, 1967). It is important to
underline that all solutions of the type (17)
can be expressed in the form (18).
The series expansion (18) is of a more
general applicability than solutions of the type
based on the fundamental source function (17).
From the numerical point of view, the form
given by (17) is more convenient for the compu-
tation of relatively short term field responses,
in particular, in the case of layered half-spaces.
However, long-term responses in bounded domains
are more effectively computed on the basis of
(18). This expression is a sum over exponentials





A different type of solution of (14) that is
of interest in the present context can be obtained
by operational methods. Limiting ourselves to
the pure initial value problem with p(O,P) = po(P)
in the case of an infinite domain, we can, since
p, sand IT(c) are independent of t, formally
express the solution of the homogeneous form of
(14) as
(2.ii) Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian.
The! eigenfunctions un(P) of IT(c) in B associated





, n = 1, 2, . . . (16)
where the constants A are the eigenvalues and the
boulC1dary conditions on L are homogeneous of the
sam~ type as those satisfied by p(t,P) in (14)
and (15.
p = exp[-tIT(c)/psJpo (19)
(2.iii) Types of solutions. The key to
solVing equation (14) is the causal impulse
response or Green's function G(P,Q,t) which re-
pre~ents the pressure response of the causal
system to an instantaneous injection of an unit
mas~ of fluid at t ~ 0+ at the source point Q.
Thi~ function satisfies the same boundary
contlitions as the eigenfunctions un(P). Solutions
to (14) in the case of a general source density
f(t,p), non-causal initial values and general
bOU1dary conditions can then be expressed in
terts of integrals over the Green's function
(Du:f and Naylor, 1966).
Two fundamental types of expressions for the
Gre'n's function are available. First, in the
cas, of simple layered domains B with a boundary
Z c1mposed of a few plane faces, G(P,Q,t) can be
where the exponential operator is to be interpreted
as a Taylor series in the operator IT(c)
exp[-tIT(c)/ps] = 1-[tJ1(c)/ps]+(~)[tJl(c)/ps]2 .. (20)
The series represents an iteration process
where the convergence is limited to (pLoperly
defined) small values of t. The practical appli-
cability is therefore fundamentally different
from (18). Moreover, it is of considerable
interest that rather general situations with re-
gard to IT(c) can be admitted in (19) and (20).
A number of other analytical and/or numerical
techniques are available for solving (14). These
include the path-integral technique of the
Feynman-Kac type (Simon, 1979), compartmentaliza-
tion or lumping and, as a matter of course, a
series of numerical techniques.
4(3) Nonstationary boundaries: effects of a free
liquid surface
where D/Dt is the material derivative. This is
an essentially non-linear condition which leads
to a much more complex problem setting. Losing
the principle of superposition the construction





t = °,p = pgho '
(3.i) The source-free case. In a source-
case where f = 0, the homogeneous equation
is most easily solved by solving
p = p(x,y,z + wt)
free
(23)
This solution is obtained immediately by
observing that a pressure function of the form
Some solutions of equations (23) of practical
interest have been obtained by Bodvarsson (1977).
Confining ourselves first to the simple semi-
infinite half-space, some important results are
given below.
two-dimensional Laplacian and f is an appropriately
defined surface source density. To obtain the
pressure field in the space z>O, the boundary
values derived from (23) have to be continued into
the lower half-space on the basis of standard po-
tential theoretical methods. The fractional order
of the Laplacian in (23) is quite unusual, but
the operator is well defined and poses no mathe-
matical problems.
where hoeS) is a given initial free-surface ampli
tude.
with the boundary condition (22) combined with
given initial condition which takes the form
satisfies the boundary condition (22) at all timeJ.
Consequently, introducing the Dirichlet type Greed's
function for the half-space z > ° (Duff and Naylor,
1966, page 276) which gives th; pressure pCP) in
z > ° for a pressure Po(S) on L




(1/w)3 P - 3 P = °t z
where w = cg/1' is a new parameter, namely, the
free sinking velocity of the pore liquid under
gravity (g = acceleration of gravity). Under
these circumstances, the solution of the forward
problem is obtained by constructing a solution
to (14) which satisfies (22) at the free surface
and appropriate conditions at other sections of
the reservoir boundary.
The presence of a free liquid surface in a
reservoir requires the introduction of a rather
complex non-stationary surface boundary condition.
Let L now represent the free liquid surface at
equilibrium and n be the free surface in a per-
turbed state. The boundary n is a surface of con-
stant pressure which without loss of generality
can be taken to vanish. The free surface condition
(Lamb, 1932) is then expressed
Bodvarsson (1977) has shown that when n
deviates only little from Ll (21) can be simpli-
fied and linearized. For this purpose, we place
a rectangular coordinate system with the z-axis
vertically down such that the (x,y) plane coin-
cides with L. Moreover, let the amplitude of n
relative to L be u and the scale of the undulation
of Q be L. Then provided /u/L/«l, the condition
(21) can be replaced by the approximation
(x' ,y'), daU = dx'dy' and
r = [(x-x,)2 + (y_y,)2 + z2]~
PU
where U
the solution to the present problem is
p(P,t) = [pg(z+wt)/2n] (l/r~Ut)h (U)daUJL 0 ,
The presence of a first order derivative with
respect to time in the free-surface condition (21)
obviously leads to an additional relaxation
process analog to the purely diffusive phenomena
associated with the first order time derivative
in the basic equation (14). As we shall conclude
below, the individual time scales of the two
phenomena are, however, different.
For the sake of brevity, we shall limit the
present discussion to the simplest but practically
quite relevant case of the semi-infinite liquid
saturated homogeneous, isotropic and isothermal
half-space. To consider the pure free-surface
related phenomena, we eliminate pressure field
diffusion by neglecting the compressibility of
the liquid/rock system. As shown in section (I)
above, the long term dynamics of liquid reservoirs
is dominated by the free surface phenomena. In
this setting we can combine the potential equation
(15) and the surface condition (22) in one single
equation confined to the L plane (Bodvarsson,
1978a), which expressed in terms of the fluid
surface amplitude u(t,x,y) = p/pg takes the form
l
(l/w)atu + n~u = f/pgc (23)
1 1




The motion of the fluid surface is obtained by
letting z = ° in (13) and hence,
h(S,t) (wt/2n) h (llr§Ut)hoCU)daU'
t > °
where now
2 2 2 l
r SUt [(x-x') +(y-y') +(wt) ]2.
(3.ii) Flow fields with sources. To select
a relevant and important case of flow fields with
5soulces, we will consider the following situation.
Let the fluid at t = 0 be in static equilibrium
and the fluid surface at t = 0 therefore coincide
witl I. Consider a concentrated sink of strength
uni;y at the point Q = (O,O,d) which at t = 0+
starts withdrawing fluid mass at a constant rate
equal to unity. In this case we have to solve
p =(-1/4rr cks)exp[-k(d-z)]-[(s-wk)/(s+wk)]
exp [-k(z+d)]




Let PCP,s) be the Laplace-transform of p(P,t).
The transform of (33) and (22) are then
A simple method of solving this problem has
been given by Bodvarsson (1977). In the present
conrext, it is of some interest to present a dif-






ITp = _V 2p = (-1/c)6(P-Q)U+(t) (33)
U+(t) is the causal unit step function for
U+(O) = O. The boundary condition on I is
given by (22) and the initial condition is
at t = O.
(44) is easily Hankel-Laplace inverted into (P,t)
space (tables in Duff and Naylor, 1966) and the
result is
p(P,t) =
(-1/4rrc) [l/rpQ +(1/r pQ ,)-(2/rpQ 't)] (46)
where
2 (y_y') 2 (z_d)2]k, (47)r pQ = [(x-x' ) + +
2 2 (z+d)2]kr pQ '= [(x-x' ) + (y-y' ) + (48)
2 2 (z+wt+d)2]k (49)rpQ't - [(x-x') + (y-y' ) +
ITp = (-1/(cs»6(P-Q) (34) The surface elevation h = p/pg is
Moreover, let p(k,z,s) be the (two-dimensional)
Hankel-transform of pCP,s) and D = d/dz. The
transform of (34) is then
and
The solutions of (36) for z ~ z' are of
form exp(±kz) and we thus obtain












h(S,t) = (-1/2rrpgc) [(lIrSQ)-(l/rSQ ' t)]
where S = (x,y) and
which we rewrite
~o:XP(-wkt)E(r'Z'k)dk
It is of a particular interest to note that the
Hankel-inversion leading to the last term in (46)








z = 0sp - wDp = 0,
sp - w3 P = 0 ,
z
k2 p - D2p = (-1/2rrcs)6(z-d)
and
and (35) takes the form
-p = Cexp (-kz), z>z', (39) where
which yields the relation
-kCexp(-kd)-k[Aexp(kd)-Bexp(-kd)]=-(1/2rrcs) (43)
where A, Band C are integration constants (with
respect to z). From (37) we obtain the relation
(56)
E(r,z,k) = exp[-(z+d)k]Jo(r,k), (55)
At very large times, that is at t»d/w, when
the image source has retreated far into the nega-
tive half space, the third term in (46) becomes
negligible and the pressure field reaches its
stationary value ps given by
Equation (46) reveals that the effect of the
free fluid surface on the pressure drawdown due
to the concentrated sink of strength unity starting
at time t = 0 can be represented hy the pressure
field due to a stationary image sink of strength
unity located at Q' = (x',y',-d) and a moving image
source of strength 2 located at Q't = [x',y' ,-
(wt+d)]. At time t = 0+ the image sink and 1/2 of





A(s - wk) + B(s + wk) = 0,
Aexp(kd) + Bexp(-kd) = Cexp(-kd),
d+
Dp1d_ = -(1/2rrcs)
Finally, integrating (36) with respect to z
from d- to d+, we obtain the necessary third
condition
and our solution has to be continuous at z
that
Solving (40), (41) and (43) for A, Band C and
inserting in (38) leads to (57)
6The source-sink situation is illustrated in
Figure 1.
It is appropriate to reiterate that the above
free surface results have been obtained by neglec-
ting the rock/liquid compressibility.
(3.iii) Flow in slab with a free surface.
The results for the half-space set forth in the
previous section are easily generalized to the
model of a slab of thickness H and of infinite
horizontal extent. As given in equation (46) and
shown in Figure 1, the free surface dynamics
reduces at any fixed time to a source-sink situa-
tion. Applying well known results of elementary
potential thevry, we can extend equation (46) to
the case of the slab by adding an infinite sequence
of source-sink images that is obtained by reflec-
ting the source and the two sinks in Fig. 1 at the
bottom and the equilibrium surface boundaries.
Appropriate reflection coefficients have to be
applied in this process. We will refraim from
entering into details of the procedure. The
practically most important case is obtained when
the basement is impermeable and the reflection
coefficient at the boundary is equal to unity.
As shown above, the equilibrium surface has also
a reflection coefficient of unity but on any re-
flection, we have to observe the splitting of an
image source into a stationary image and a double
moving image with an opposite sign. The picture
is therefore a little more complex than in the
usual cases involving single images.
(3.iv) Discussion. Equations (18) and (51)
above show that both compressibility and free
surface effects lead to decline functions that lre
sums or integrals over exponentials of negative
time. In essence, therefore, the decline proce;-
ses are governed by very simple functional rela:ion-
ships. Moreover, the analysis in section (I) itdi-
cates that from the quantitative point of view,
the free surface effect dominates in all liquid
reservoirs.
The decline or relaxation time is another
parameter of major interest. By definition thi,
is the time t r during which the amplitude of a
stationary wave of wavelength L decreases to (lie)
of its initial value. Inserting a waveform
exp[-(t/tr) + ikx] where k = (2n/L) is the wave~
number, into equation (14) gives for compressibility
the time t r = (1/ak2 ). Similarly, we find on tie
basis of (23) for the free surface a value
t r = (l/wk). At the same L, the ratio of the free
surface to compressibility time is (ak/w)=(~k/P3g).
Inserting values of interest for long-term reser-
voir behavior such as, for example, ~ = 0.1, L =
6 km, s = 3xlO- 11 pa- 1 we find values of this ratio
of about 300. This indicates quite clearly that
the compressibility phenomena are on a much shorter
time scale and smaller magnitude than the free
surface phenomena. Our approach of neglecting



























The fact that the principal decline functions
for liquid reservoirs are of the negative time
expo'nential type suggests the use of lumping as
a me,thod of reservoir simulation. Below, we will
brie,fly look onto this possibility.
Consider a liquid geothermal reservoir that
is Producing a constant mass flow q from a number
of w'ells. We assume that the reservoir pressure
is b,eing monitored at a fixed point where a de-
crea sing reference pressure function pet) is being
obse rved. Moreover, it is being assumed that pro-
duct ion, started at time t = 0 from equilibrium
cond itions where we can take that the reference
pres sure p(O) = O. The producing holes have a
bott om-hole pressure of Pw(t) that is also taken
from, an appropriate reference point as pet) and
ther efore Pw(O) = O.
(4 ) Reservoir simulation by lumping convenient way of obtaining these values in the
following.
Since we have assumed that q is constant, the
present decline function Pl(t) is characterized by
a smooth negative time exponential behavior. We
can then expand the known Pl(t) into a Taylor
series in t starting at t = 0 and that is truncated
at the second order term,
Pl(t) = Pl(0)+tDPl(0)+(t2/Z)D2Pl(0), (60)
where we have abbreviated DPllt=O=DPl(O) and
D2Pllt=0 D2Pl(0).
Since Pl(O) = 0 this series reduces to
PI(t) = tDPl(O) + (t2/Z) D2P l(0), (61)
Inserting this expression in equation (59)
results in
The simplest lumped model to simulate this
syst em is shown in Fig. Z below.
whel:e g is the acceleration of gravity and D = d/dt.
Sinc;e we don't observe Pw, equation (58) is irrele-
vant: and does not enter into the discussion below.
The principal parameters of the simulation system
are thus the capacitor area A and the conductance
cz. Given q(t) and PI(t) for some fixed time
intE,rval starting at t = 0, we are now interested
in cleriving values of A and Cz such that the model
simlliates the given reservoir in the optimal way
durj.ng at least a part of the production time. A
The model consists of a liquid capacitor or
cont:ainer (I) with vertical walls having an area A.
The production q is being extracted from this
cap<lcitor over a conductor that has a conductance
cl. This element represents the contact resistance
of l:he producing holes. Recharge to the container
is c)btained from a capacitor (II) of an infinite
are<! over another conductor that has a conductance
cz. Reference pressure in the large capacitor
is l:aken to constant and equal to zero. The liquid
lev(~l in (I) is measured by the pressure Pl(t).
In <lccordance with Darcy type flow conditions we
aSSllme that both conductors are linear and hence





(A2/ qg2)D2 Pl (0).
and
as a procedure to predict or extend Pl(t) in time.
On a second order appproximation, we obtain
from the terms in to and t the parameter relations
(A/g)[DPl(0)+tD2Pl(0)] = cZ[-tDPl(O)-
(t2/Z)D2Pl (0) ]-q, (6Z)
On the basis of the known parameters, we can
then solve equation (59) for a given variable input
q(t) and obtain
PI(t) = (g/A1: exp[-gcZ(t-T)/A]q(-I)dt (65)
Since Pl(t) is a known function, the derivatives
at t 0 are also known and we can thus derive A
and Cz from (63) and (64) above.
An analysis of the above type can be carried
out on any field decline functions that have been
obtained with sufficient accuracy to derive the
derivatives. In most practical cases the mass
production function will be a variable q(t) and the
input function Pl(t) for the above analysis will
then have to be obtained by a deconvolution, that
is by solving an equation
Pf(t) f: PI (t-T)Dq(1)dT, (66)
where Pf(t) is the reference pressure that is the





q = c l (PI-Pw)
(A/g)DPl = cZ(O-Pl)-q
FIe; 2. Lumped parameter model of simulated rescrvoir.
To illustrate the above procedure we will
carry out the lumping of the free surface dynanics
model leading to equation (46). We obtain then the
time derivatives DPI(O) and D2pI(O) from equation
(46) and use (63) and (64) to derive the lumped
system parameters. To sic:pl[y the procedure,
8we consider only the case q = constant = unity.
Omitting elementary details and irrelevant factors,





with r 2 < 2(z+d)2








The results of a numerical evaluation are
illustrated in Fig. 3. It is evident that the
lumped approximation holds quite well until the
factor wt is of the order of a few depths d.
Quite often w is of the order of 10-5 ~/s and d
about 10 3m. In this case the lumped approxima-
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FICS. 3a-3f. Comparisons between lumped parameter approximation and cxact solution.
9III. REVIEW OF HETHODS
Petroleum Reservoirs
b. Temperature is relatively unimportant in pe-
troleum production. It is critical in geo-
thermal production. High temperatures stress
tubing and cement in the wellbore.
d. Precipitation is much more serious in geother-
mal wells than in petroleum wells.
c. Geothermal well flow volumes are often 1 to 2
orders of magnitude greater then petroleum
volumes.
Fracture size, quantity and distribution are
drastically affected by precipitation, changes in
temperature and seismic activity. Geothermal
reservoirs seen to be much more complex than
petroleum reservoirs so methods taken into geo-
thermal work must be examined carefully. We have
done this with the data and methods available but
more work must be done as we produce more geother-
mal fields over time.
a complex mixture with volatile





Production decline methods are probably the
most commonly used tool of the reservoir engineer
because production data are always recorded and
filed whereas temperature and pressure records
are far less common. The uses of these methods
are at least two fold. First, they are used to
predict future production and second, they can
provide insight into reservoir mechanisms and
geology.
Production data for fields and individual
wells are usually plotted on a monthly basis so a
year's worth of data might be enough to use with
the standard methods. When fields have been
produced for a number of years, e.g.,lO, production
data are plotted on an annual basis and fitted.
In the petroleum industry great care must be taken
in trying to extrapolate past trends because con-
ditions can change. For example, the reservoir
pressure might pass through a bubble point causing
dissolved gas to outgas thereby drastically chang-
ing flow conditions. The best discussion of and
warning about decline methods is in Brons (1963).
Reserve estimates are calculated from predict-
ed future production. It the predictions are bad,
the estimates are bad. Brons shows an example
using production from two wells, each with constant
but different percentage decline rates. When their
productions are added together and fitted with a
hyperbolic eqn (the best fit) we get a very dif-
ferent reserve estimate from the one obtained by
looking at each well separately. As always, the
reservoir analyst must supply a great deal of
insight.
Arps's (1945, 1956) work forms the basis for
all the decline curve methods currently in use.
He brought together and codified work on oil
reserve estimation that had been done as early
as 1908. The commonest methods were graphical
in which production q or cumulative production
Q was plotted vs. time t. See Fig. 4 from Arps
(1956). Examinations of production data showed
that data with constant first differences fit an
exponential equation while data with constant
second differences fit a hyperbolic or harmonic
equation. All three equations can be expressed as
2. Fetkovich
where a = fractional decline
some authors use D = fra~tional decline
q production rate of time t
K = constant
b = constant
The solutions to equation (72) are shown in
Table 1.
Fetkovich (1973) showed that log-log type
curves can be used to analyze production data in
an analogous manner to analyzing pressure data.
He presented log-log plots of dimensionless flow
rate, qDd = q(t)/qi' vs. dimensionless time,
tDd = Dit, for 02b~1 and Di = 1 (see Fig. 5).
b = 0 is the exponential solution while b = 1 is
the harmonic solution.
Guerrero (1961) gives a good "cookbook" ap-
proach to analyzing data using these methods. See
Table 2 for problems worked out by Guerrero.
Arps's equations were considered to be strictly
empirical until 1973 when Fetkovich proposed some
theoretical basis for the exponential equation
(see below). The hyperbolic equation is still




The decline methods developed for analyzing
oil and gas wells can be used for geothermal wells
but we must recognize that petroleum and geothermal
reservoirs are very different from each other.
These differences can cause production mechanisms
to be drastically different in the two cases. Some
of the more important differences and their conse-
quences are as follows:
Decline methods are not directly applicable to
new fields except that if the new field appears to
be similar to a previously studied field we might
make some intelligent guesses about its production
characteristics.
Decline methods are used to determine when
additional wells should be drilled and when wells
should be worked over. Production in individual
wells can decrease in a steady regular manner from
sand plugging the formation. This can be seen on
a production vs. time graph.
a. Petroleum reservoirs are usually sedimentary
formations. Geothermal reservoirs are usually
fractured igneous or metamorphic formations.
Darcy flow holds in the first case and frac-
ture flow in the second.
10
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FIG. 4. Three types of production decline curves on coordinate, semi-log, and log-log graph paper (from Arps, 1956).
khPi (79)
141.3 ~B[ln(re/rw)-~J
The exponential curve is given by
qDd = exp(-Dit), D. = 1 (73)1
while the hyperbolic curves are given by
qDd = (1+bD.t)-l/b for O<b.::l _ (74)l
We define
N .pl n(r~ - r~)~cthPi
5.6l5B
(78)
Using an overlay technique as shown very clearly
in Earlougher (1977), (see Fig. 6), production
data can be plotted over the curves and a decline




This equation can be related to (73) by setting
Fetkovich showed that the exponential decline
has a fundamental base by deriving it as a solution
to the constant well pressure case. The equation
for dimensionless flow rate is
qDd = q(t)/q, = exp[-(q.) t/N.J
~ l max pl
D. (q.) IN.l l max pl
(75)
(76)
141.3 ~B[ln(~ - ~)J
r
w
Fetkovich showed that production decline curve
data could be used to derive values for permeabili-
ty thickness kh which is usually obtained from
pressure data. (see Fig. 7a and 7b). Compare kh
calculations from rate-time data and pressure
time data.
3. Slider's Method
then (77) Slider (1968) proposed a simple method of
curve matching to obtain the hyperbolic exponent
11
TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTION DECLINE CURVES
\-'::C~NE TYPE I, CONSTANT-PERCENTAGE n. HYPERBOLIC m. HARMONICDECLINE DECLINE DECLINE
DECLINE IS PROPORTIONAL DECLINE IS PROPORTIONALBASIC DECLINE IS CONSTANT TO A FRACTIONAL POWER (n) TO PRODUCTION RATECHARACTERISTIC n:.o OF THE PRODUCTION RATE
0< n < I r\=1
d'¥dl 0, K'qT\, _ d'Vdl dq0' Kq0 D'Kq',-~,- -'1-
'I 'I
FOR INITIAL CONDITIONS fOR INITIAL CONDITIONS·
K' J!.L K ' Q",
qi.:n. ql
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'II
dl ,- _ ?
o qi o Cli. 0 'II
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RATE - TIME
• qi .•-0\ _.I.
= qL (I + DL tr lRELATIONSHIP qt q\ " q j, (I + 1\ DL \l ~ q\
Q I ,jlgl' dl ,jlg,_ l~ldl I I I.-Dt . dl Q I ,j(ltnD'lik 'dl Q I ,j gl'dt ,jq. (I + D, I)"'· dt
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°
I (n-,) D, I
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-DI 'I- n 'I,
qL e : Q t (I t T\ 0,1) , (<f) (I + D, I)
'ItI
To F,nd: To FLnd To Find:
RATE - CUMULATIVE qj, - q\ q:'L 1_'" ,_'" qi. qj,
RELATIONSHIP Qt" -0- Qt" ~(qi. -q\ ) Ql " OJ, 1011. ql
o : OeclLl'\e as a frochon of produchon rote qt ;. Produchon rote 01 t~me t
0 1 ;, InLhol dec line at ;. Cumulohve oLi produchoo at time I
'I , Iruhal produclLon rate K ' Constant II
t :: T~mC! n, Exponent I
TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF USE OF EXPONENTIAL EQUATION
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
D~ Np
6N p
qoa v. ~ 6qo/6t 2
qo~ (4)n_1+(4)n qaav. Np~Cum. (4)Time, years Oil prod. rate lIq oil recovery, (8)
Year Total Ave. bbl./yr. (4)n_~-(4)n 2 (5): (6) bbl, --2--
1947 1 0,5 99,200 99,200 49,600
1948 2 1.5 88,210 10,990 93,705 0.117 187,410 143,305
1949 3 2.5 73,240 14,970 80,725 0.185 260,650 224,030
1950 4 3.5 63,990 9,250 68,615 0.135 324,640 292,645
1951 5 4.5 54,910 9,080 59,450 0.153 379,550 352,095
1952 6 5,5 47,400 7,510 51,155 0.147 426,950 403,250
1953 7 6.5 41,580 5,820 44,490 0.131 468,530 447,740
0.868
Future Performance Dav.~0.868:5=O.145
1954 8 35,960 5,620 38,170 0.145 504,490
1955 9 31,099 4,861 33,530 0.145 535,589
1956 10 26,895 4,204 28,997 0.145 562,484
1957 11 23,260 3,635 25,078 0.145 585,744
1958 12 20,116 3,144 21,688 0.145 605,860
1959 13 17,397 2,719 18,757 0.145 623,257
1960 14 15,045 2,352 16,221 0.145 638,302
1961 15 13,011 2,034 14,028 0.14S 651,313
1962 16 11 ,252 1,759 12,132 0.145 662,565
1963 17 9,731 1,521 10,492 0.145 672,296



























Dimensionless time, to © 1973, SPE-AIME
FIG. 5. Log-log type-curve of dimensionless flow rate vs dimensionless time (after Fetkovich, 1973).
b and the initial decline rate qi" To use the
method one needs to construct a set of curves
of q/qi vs. log time for various values of ai and
busing Arps's hyperbolic equation. Production
data can then be plotted on the curves by using
a transparent overlay. The overlay can be moved
around until the best fit is found thus giving
band ai. From equations or from a second set of
curves, future production rates q and future cumu-
lative production Q can easily be estimated. This
method is easy to apply but it reauires a separate
set of curves for each possible value of b. Later
methods eliminate this shortcoming.
4. Gentry's Method
Gentry (1972) developed curves which are much
easier to use then Slider's because only one set
is needed for all values of b between 0 and 1.
(see Figs. 8a and 8b) We can find b from a plot
of Q/tqi vs. log qi/q. With this b we go to a plot
of qit vs. log qi/q and find ai' This gives us all
the factors we need for a reserve analysis.
Higgins and Lechtenberg (1970) for exceptions.
There is no mathematical basis for this restriction.
b = 0 and b = 1 are special cases, the exponential
and harmonic, respectively, but this does not
restrict b from being larger than 1. Gentry and
McCray (1978) investigated decline curve methods
using semi-log plots of qi/q vs. Q/qit, cartesian
plots of q/qi vs. Q, and semi-log plots of qi/q
vs. ait. See Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c. Some of
their conclusions are (Np = Q)
1. The dimensionless curves Np!qit vs. qi!q
ait vs. qi!q for a particular fluid-
permeability system are not affected
by the absolute permeability or size of
the reservoir. The behavior of these
plots is determined by (1) the characteri-
stics of the contained fluid, (2) the
relative permeability characteristics
of the reservoir rock, (3) the reservoir
drive mechanism, (4) reservoir heterogen-
eity, and (5) manual manipulation of
production.
5. Gentry and McCray
Reservoir analysts have usually assumed that
O<b<l in the solution of Arps's equations. See
2. Reservoir heterogeneity tends to increase
the magnitude of b as the degree of
heterogeneity is increased. It is also
apparent that b for a heterogeneous system
(a) Choose a type curve.
(c) Trace major grid lines.
(e) Plot observed data using type-curve grid.
(g) Trace the matched curve.
13
(b) Overlay with tracing paper.
(d) Label axes.
(f) Slide tracing paper to match a type curve.
(h) Pick a match point
© 1977, SPE-AIME
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FIG. 7a. Type-curve matching example for calculating Kh using decline curve data (after Fetkovich, 1973).
t= 10 HRS --t----t
tOl = 0.97
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(kh) (lOOPsI)
141. 4 (l45) (0.47) (l. 37)
t OL = kh = 47.5 md-ft


























Fractional decline coefficient x time, D j!
FIG. 8a. Decline curve analysis chart relating production rate
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Cumulative production / (Initial flow ratp- x time), Q/(q1t}
FIG.9a. Q/(qit) vs q/g (after Gentry & McCray. 1978).
© 1972, SPE-AIME
FIG. 8b. Decline curve analysis chart relating production rate
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FIG. 9b. Plots of cumulative production vs q/qi for four fluid-permeability systems (after Gentry & McCray, 1978). © 1978, SPE-AIME
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FIG.9c. Dimensionless ait curve histories for four fluid-permeability systems (after Gentry & McCray, 1978). © 1978, SPE-AIME
will increase to a maximum value and then
as the ratio qi/q becomes large, b will
decrease and approach its homogeneous
value.
3. Reservoir heterogeneity can and does
cause b values to be greater than 1.0.
4. Manual manipulation of production can and
does cause b values to be greater than
1.0.
5. The dimensionless plots for heterogeneous
systems of 1 and 3 md, 3 and 9 md, and
5 and 15 md all plotted the same curve.
This indicates that heterogeneous systems






6. It appears that the relative-permeability
characteristics of the reservoir have
the greater effect on the decline
exponent b, while the fluid characteristics
have a greater influence on the constants
ai and qi'
7. The equation
Np/(qi t ) = (q/qi)u
may better define certain decline curves
than do the Arps equations.
8. The plotting of production data on the
N~/(qit) vs. qi/q curve can be a helpful
d~agnostic tool for evaluating the
production history of a well or lease."
6. Other Type Curves
Fetkovich developed log-log type curves using
dimensionless production vs. dimensionless time,
QD vs. tD, but other variables can be used. We
tried plots of dimensionless cumulative production
vs. dimensionless time and dimensionless production
vs. dimensionless cumulative production, qD vs.
QD' The plots were made by using the exponential
equation and the hyperbolic equation for several
values of b. See Figs. lOa and lOb. We had the
same data scatter problem with these type curves
as we did with Fetkovich's. A few data sets plot-
ted very nicely on a particular curve, but most
sets plotted very ambiguously.
7. P/ z vs. Q
The natural gas industry has long used de-
cline curves in which pressure divided by gas
deviation factor, p/z, is plotted against cumu-
lative production, Q (Katz, 1959). The straight
line can be extrapolated to the economic limit
of producing pressure quite easily. Brigham and
Morrow (1974) have proposed adapting this method
to steam fields. In plotting computer generated
data they found that curve shape was strongly
influence by porosity. Also, the presence of
a boiling interface is critical. "If the wells are
completed in the vapor zone it would be natural to
graph p/z vs. production, as though this were a gas
reservoir, and use an extrapolation of the best
straight line as a predictive method to calculate
I.O,------====~-------------1
IO·'+--c------r-:,---------r-:-----1---'------'-----r-:------!
IQ-:!> 10-1 10- 1 10 10 101
Dimensionless cumulative production, GO
FIGS. lOa-b. Log-log type-curve.
reserves. The efficiency of this technique will
be strongly dependent on the porosity if the actual
reservoir contains boiling liquid. II (see Fig. 11.)
Pruess et a1. (1979a, 1979b) have used the
simulator SHAFT78 to' test the use of p/z vs. Q plots
for geothermal reservoirs. They conclude that
" ... the standard technique of estimating reserves
by extrapolating a plot of p/z vs. cumulative
production is not applicable to two-phase geothermal
reservoirs." and " ... in many cases pressure will
be a linear function of cumulative production, with
the slope allowing an estimate of reservoir volume.
Reserve assessment requires knowledge of average
porosity and vapor saturation, which cannot be
obtained from pressure decline curves."
Brigham (1979) applied p/z techniques to a
study of depletion in the Gabbro zone at Larderel-
l~, but he stated that the linearity of p/z with
cumulative production doesn't hold for the entire
life of a reservoir with a boiling interface. He
claims that linearity is a good approximation for
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Coats et a1. (1964) recommended the use of
field influenc~functions for oil fields with
adjacent aquifers. The method is directly applica-
ble to geothermal fields. The influence function
F can easily be generated as a function of pressure
p and flowrate q using the following equations:
by actual field performance, is determined.
Disadvantages are 1) the resemblance of the backed
out F(t) to the true function is proportional to
the accuracy of field data, and 2) the influence
function is obtained only up to the time of last
available field data; extrapolation is required























FIG. 11. Pressure depletion vs recovery, falling liquid level (from
Brigham & Morrow, 1974).
8. Influence Functions
Unsteady state isothermal flow of slightly
compressible liquid through a porous medium can
be described using the diffusivity equation
Bodvarsson (1980, personal communication) has
shown how the influence function problem can be
formulated in a slightly different manner. The
function F defined by Coats is a unit step response
function. Instead of the unit step response, we
can use the impulse response h, where h = dF/dt.
The equation to be solved is then






The first derivative of the curve from the F formu-
lation should be identical to the curve derived from
the h formulation. F can be calculated by hand
(Jargon and van Poolen, 1965) and Hutchinson and
Sikora, 1959) but we recommend against it. An F can
be calculated which fits the data well, but which
has no physical meaning.
Integral form I:1p
The equation can be solved using a Green's function
approach to derive a "response", "resistance",
"memory", or "influence" function. Katz and Coats
(1969) in describing water movement in aquifers
defined two influence functions: 1) P(t) = the
"rate case" influence function which is defined
as the pressure drop at the reservoir boundary
(a function of time) corresponding to a unit rate
(e.g. 1 cu. ft./day) of water influx." For a
constant flow rate q we get Po-p(t) = qP(t), the
constant terminal rate case equation. 2) Q(t)
= the "pressure case" influence functions since
a constant pressure Pb is specified at the outer
boundary. The constant terminal pressure equation
is q(t) = (Po-Pb)Q(t).
Discrete form Po-Pi
i
I q.h. '+1j=l J l-J
P(t) and Q(t) can be calculated either for
idealized models or from field data. Let F(t) =
Q(t) or P(t). For an idealized F(t) we must
specify "1) model geometry, 2) exterior boundary
conditions (e.g. infinite, closed or constant
pressure), and 3) model parameters." The speci-
fication of reservoir parameters and geometry is
particularly difficult in geothermal reservoirs
so the calculation of F(t) from field data is
more attractive and easier than trying to devise
a thoroughly specified model. The advantages of
the field method are "1) none of the above choices
are required, and 2) an influence function which
reflects unknown (and practically speaking,
indeterminate) aquifer properties, as reflected
Katz and Coats cite an example in Katz ~ al.
(1963) in which an influence function is calculat-
ed by direct methods which exactly reproduces past
performance but which cannot be extrapolated. The
smoothness constraints below assure a physically
meaningful solution and they can be arrived at
both intuitively and analytically. From Katz
and Coats "if water is injected into an aquifer
at a constant rate through some fixed inner aquifer
boundary (surface), then intuitively the pressure
change at that boundary must always be positive.
In addition, the pressure should always increase
and the rate of increase should continually
decrease with time." The analytical proof for
the constraints is given in Coats et al.
19
Linear programming methods such as the pack-
age MPOS should be used with the smoothness
constraints on F or h:
F > 0, t > 0 h > 0, t > 0
dF 0 dh 0- > - <dt - dt -
d2 F 0 d
2h 0d"i7~ d"i7 2
it may be extrapolated and the field assumed to
be bounded. If no definite straight line has
developed, the last] or 4 values of F should be
examined. If the average 6F for these times gives
a good match to past performance the curve may be
extrapolated using the slope of the average F.
The extreme extrapolation assumes an infinite
aquifer. In this case
log[ (n+!) In]
log[n/(n-l)]
9. Linearized Free Surface-Green's Function
All these extrapolations are included in our MPOS
program.
One of the main vitures of the influence
function method is described above is that it can
be used to predict reservoir behavior without
specifying a physical model for the reservoir.
Long-time behavior of the influence function can
tell something about the boundaries. If the
reservoir has a free liquid surface and is assumed
to be a porous half-space, Fig. la, a simple,
distributed parameter model can be posited.
Bodvarsson (1977) linearized the free surface




pressure, meters of head
p(P,t)
p
If the data are not "smooth and regular enough"
the use of simple hand calculations can lead to
the results shown in Fig. 12. The F function
will reproduce the pressure very well, but the
function cannot be extrapolated and is physically
meaningless. The F calculated by the linear
program is shown on the same figure for comparison.
Hutchinson and Sikora and Coats et al. discuss
the effects of field geometry on the behavior of
the pressure drop and the influence function.
As production time increases, the rate of pressure
change decreases. If the reservoir outcrops, both
the pressure drop and the influence function
become constant. This is an effect we will look
for in geothermal areas which we know have fluid
recharge. If the reservoir is infinite-acting
or bounded the influence function and the pressure
drop will increase monotonically for all time
greater than O.
Hutchinson and Sikora show how to extrapolate
calculated influence functions. If a definite
straight line has developed from the field data
ol-------.,I--+---+---t---I-----.,---+--+---t---I-----.,I---<
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(x,y) a pOint on the free surfaceS
p
G(t,S,Q)
q = flow rate, kg/s (constant)
2 2 2 ~
r pQ «x-x') +(y-y') +(z-d) )2
2 2 2 ~
r pQ '= «x.-x') +(y-y') +(z+d) )2
2 2 2 ~
rpQ't= (x-x') +(y-y') +(z+Wt+d) )2
w kg/(vrj» = sinking velocity, m/s
Bodvarsson (1978) also showed that the impulse
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This equation for drawdown can be compared direct-
ly with the h function formulation of the in-
fluence function as described above.
He obtained the following expression for drawdown
in meters for P at a distance r from the sink
(wellbore)
h(t) = S: G(t-T)q(T)dT
If the reservoir has a relatively impermea-
ble zone below the producing zone the half space
assumption can be modified. An image source
term or terms as necessary can be added to the
equation for G. See Fig. lb. With one image




See Chpt. II for the derivation of these equations.
The impulse response,h,is the drawdown in meters
at the point,~caused by the instantaneous with-
drawal of one unit fluid mass at point Q. At a
continuous withdrawal the total drawdown at P
would be a summation over all fluid sinks. The
equation is
More terms can be added as necessary.
(88)
G
The distributed model described above can be
approximated by a lumped parameter model as
described more fully in Chpt. II.
(87)
N





The most complete data set is from Wairakei,
New Zealand by Pritchett et al. (1978) published
by Systems, Science and Software for Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory. Individual well monthly
heat and mass flow rates are given from 1953
through 1976 for 141 wells. Furthermore, a fair
amount of pressure and temperature data are pre-
sented.
The last large data set is from The Geysers,
California, courtesy of the California Dept. of
Conservation, Div. of Oil and Gas. The data
include production injection and pressure data
from 27 wells from March 1971 through December
1979. Additional pressure data are from Lipman,
Strobel, and Gulati (1977). See Fig. 13c for map.
The Larderello data were taken from
Sestini (1970). The sparse data for other fields
were from various sources. See Fig. l3d for map.
The authors presented a substantial amount
of data on the geology and subsidence problems
at Wairakei. In addition to this report we
received from Malcolm Grant, DSIR, a set of anno-
tated individual well production graphs which
indicated when wells were shut in and which steam
lines the wells were connected to. See Fig. l3a
for map.
The data set for Cerro Prieto by Bermejo
et al. (1979) published by Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory included graphical production histories
of most of the wells from 1973 to 1978. These
graphs were digitized for analysis. The production
was broken down into liquid and vapor production.
In addition, we received data from Marcelo Lippman,
LBL, which showed individual well total mass
flow rates. The two data sets were treated separa-
tely and then compared. A theoretical pressure
drawdown curve was taken from Sanchez and de la
Palma (1979). See Fig. l3b for map .
Graphical Treatment of Data
The first step in the analysis was graphing
all the available production data on cartesian
paper using SPSS. These graphs allowed us to
eliminate from further consideration wells with
severely irregular production such as Bore 11.
Arps (1945, 1956) pointed out that the
exponential equation would graph as a straight
line on semilog paper. We tried plotting the
data for several wells at Wairakei but found
that production decline was insufficient to make
the semilog plots look very different from the
cartesian plots. The log-log plots, however, were
significantly different from the cartesian plots
so most of the data were plotted on log-log plots.
We tried matching the log-log plots against
Fetkovich's type curves. For the most part the
data scatter rendered the method useless. We
were also hindered by the fact that dimensionless
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FIG_ 13 b_ Location of wells in the Cerro Prieto Field.
about 1.0. The exponential and hyperbolic curves
only start diverging at about t Dd = 0.2, so with
rough data we would like the last point to have
tDd = 2.0, at least. We could not reproduce
the fits reported by Rivera-R. (1977, 1978) using
Cerro Prieto data. None of the data from liquid-
dominated fields fit very well, but this is
probably much more a function of data scatter than
of the efficacy of the methods. See below for
a discussion of data scatter. The only fair fits
were for several wells from Larderello. Success-
ful use of type curves with rough data may require
a great deal of insight on the part of the analyst.
We tried two other kinds of type curves, Figs.
lOa and lOb, with no more success than with
Fetkovich's curves. Scatter and small dimension-
less time caused problems again.
Gentry and McCray (1978) proposed the use of
several different graphs, Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c,
for decline curve analysis. We had difficulty
with the plots involving ai because the data
scatter gave ai a very large uncertainty. We
plotted N /qi t vs. qi/q for several wells and got
very pecu~iar results which were of no use. Again,
the data are far more problematical than the models.
We tried plotting p/z vs. Q for The Geysers
data using pressure from Cobb Mountain #1 well
and yearly total production data from Finn (1975)
and from the California Dept. of Oil and Gas (see
Figs. 14a and b). Brigham (1979) analyzed some
Larderello data using p/z vs. Q, but as mentioned
above he cautions against expecting linearity
after one-third to one-half of the fluid has
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FIG. Be. The Geysers, California (from California Dept. of Conservation, Division of Oil & Gas, 1978).
Statistical Treatment of Data
Most of the data sets had so much scatter
that statistical treatment was the only reasonable
approach. We used SPSS (Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences) to reduce the data. See
Appendix for discussion of SPSS and for the
programs we used. SPSS is available at many
computer centers and it requires a minimum of
data handling.
The program requires initial estimates of q. and
a, and it returns q(t), the predicted value~of q,
and best estimates a and qi for the fractional
decline and the initial flow rate. A fit to the
linear equation
q(t) = qi + kt
is also generated. The primary statistic





regression sum of squares
total sum of squares
residual sum of squares
total sum of squaresI
SSE
SSTO






We used SPSSPLOT to generate cartesian plots
of the q vs. t data for all the wells. From the
plots we chose wells to analyze further. Some
of the wells had drastic rate changes in their
histories so only selected parts of their histories
were analyzed. We used a non-linear least squares






























































p/z ~ 343/9 - 009593 Q







FIG. 15a. Gabbro Zone pressure-production history match,
































FIG. 14a. The Geysers ph vs cumulative production, total field
(pressure from Cobb Mt. NO.1 and Curry 85, ENEL Pro-
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FIG. 15b. ph vs Q-Larderello data (from Brigham & Neri,
1979).
SSE = SSTO - SSR
Values of R2 greater than 0.65 indicate a good fit
which can be extrapolated with some confidence.
The value 0.65 is arbitrary, but is generally
considered to be a good fit for raw data.
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FIG. 14b. The Geysers ph vs cumulative production, 20-30
wells. (pressure data from ENEL Proceedings 1977; production
data from California Division of Oil & Gas, 1971-1979 data on
20-30 selected wells).
For the influence function method, we develop-
ed a fitness measure, p, which is the average
fractional deviation of computed pressure differ-
ences, Cp, from observed pressure difference, 6p =
Pi-P(t). For example, if p = 0.1 and Cp = 100, the
true value is between 90.91 and 111.11 because 6p =
6'p/ (l:!::p) .
Discussion of Data Scatter
Field data often have a great deal of scatter
in them which can cause difficulties in analyzing
them. The scatter can be of two general types,
reservoir related and operations related. Reser-





Production related scatter can be caused by
1) changes in production schedules
2) bad well completions
3) workovers
4) poor calibration techniques
5) poor data gathering techniques
Little can be done to prevent reservoir related
scatter, but operations related scatter can
always be reduced. Methods for reducing the
chance of scatter are discussed in the Standard
Operating Procedure section. Scattered data can
be analyzed with the following techniques:
1) averaging the data
2) least squares fitting
3) subtracting our known effects and trends
4) using insight and experience.
We tried averaging data from several Wairakei
and Cerro Prieto wells to see whether we could use
Guerrero's method for Arps's equations. We could
not get reasonable values for the decline
exponent. See Fig. 16 for a graph of six month
average production vs. time for Bore 18.
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FIG. 16. Six month average production, Bore 18, Wairakei,
New Zealand.
The easiest known effects to take into
account are periodic shut downs. The annotated
production graphs from Wairakei showed that many
of the wells were shut in for periods of about 1
month every 1-2 years. The monthly production
during these shut-in months is obviously much
lower than the preceding and following month's
production. If the other data are on a smooth
trend, the low values can effectively be ignored
in fitting an equation to the trend line. Since
these points represent production, however, they
should be included in any calculation involving
the cumulative production, Q.
V. RESULTS
Arps's Equations
We tested Arps's exponential equation (73) on
all individual well data, total field data and on
several groups of wells. The results are
summarized in Table 3 with complete results in the
Appendix. Dis the average calculated monthly
fractional decline. Dbased on total field pro-
duction from Wairakei, The Geysers, and Cerro
Prieto ranges from 0.003 for Wairakei to 0.0115 for
The Geysers. This converts to yearly declines of
3.6% and 13.8%, respectively. R2 for individual
wells ranges from 0.0004 for a well at Otake to
0.9712 for a well at Larderello. Ei~ht of the ten
wells and groups at Larderello had R 's greater
than 0.87, indicating a very good fit to the
equation. Also, all three wells at Matsukawa had
R2 's greater than 0.76. The wells from The
Geysers did not fit as well as the wells from
Larderello and Matsukawa, so we cannot draw
definite conclusions about vapor-dominated fields
and the exponential equation.
Cerro Prieto and Wairakei are both liquid-
Jominated fields, and their data did not fit the
exponential equation quite as well as the vapor-
dominated fields. However, for all the fields the
equation fit at least several of the well's data
quite well. See Figures l7a-g fora fit of the ex-
ponential equation to total Wairakei production
and to several individual wells.
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We only tested a few wells using the hyper-
bolic equation and got R2 's greater than 0.989 in
all cases. This indicates that the equation is
either nearly perfect or that it is a very poor
model and will fit virtually any data set. We
hold the latter view. Because the equation has
no physical basis, we recommend against using it.
However, if a particular data set fits a hyper-
bolic type curve well over a long stretch of
dimensiouless time, the curve can be used to
extrapolate production.
Type-Curve Methods
None of the data sets fit any of the type
curves well. The scatter is so high that no value
of b can be picked with confidence. Some of the
Larderello data fit Fetkovich's exponential curve
for up to 80 months but then develop constant pro-
duction which takes them off the curve. See Figure
l8a. Figure l8b shows typical Cerro Prieto data
plotted on the same curve. No value of b ca"
reasonably chosen.
Coats' Influence Function Method
Coats' method can be used with any but the
most bizarre data because the derivative con-
straints imposed on the solution method guarantee
that either a meaningful solution or no solution is
generated. The fitness measure tells how useful
TABLE 3. SUMMARY RESULTS FOR FITS TO EXPONENTIAL EQUATION
R2
Range on Individual # of Wells at
Field D # of Well s R2 s R2>0.65




Liquid prod. 17 0.0066-0.8524 6
Total prod. 19 0.0405-0.9409 8
The Geysers, 0.01151 0.8103 26 0.0126-0.8127 6
CA., USA
Larderell0, 10 0.0416-0.9712 8
Italy





























FIG. 17a. Wairakei total production, 1953-1976, with
exponential fit 1964-1976.
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FIG. 17e. Bore 66, Wairakei, New Zealand.
BORE 18
R'=07501
FIG. 17f. Bore 18, Wairakei, New Zealand.
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FIG. 17g. Larderello, Italy-Nella Sasso Rosso Nr. 82.
FIG. 18b. Pow 25, Cerro Prieto, fit to Fetkovich type-curve.
the solution is. We tried the method on Wairakei
and Cerro Prieto total production and on Travale 22
from Larderello. The fitness measure, p for
Travale 22 was 0.038 indicating a very good fit
(see Fig. 19). p was 0.1001 and 0.3366 for
Cerro Prieto liquid production and Wairakei total
production, respectively. We tested the predictive
value of the method by fitting Wairakei data from
1955-62 and then extrapolating. The pressures
obtained using both the infinite and bounded
aquifer approximations are shown in Table 4 along




Where Q is cumulative production, F is the influ-
ence function and t is time. Figure 20 shows the
calculated influence functions for Wairakei 1955-
1962. The high fitness measure indicates very
rough data. The observed pressures fall within
the fitness measure for the infinite aquifer case.
In an infinite aquifer the rate of pressure de-
cline decreases with time as is the case for
Wairakei.
Bodvarsson's Linearized Free Surface Method
We had enough data to try the linearized free
surface method only with Wairakei. We divided the
field into six regions and then assumed that the
total production from each region was coming from
a virtual well in the "center" of the region. The
production depth for each virtual well was the
production weighted average center of open zone for
the wells in the region. A centroid was chosen for
the entire field and then the pressure drawdown at
the centroid was calculated for each virtual well
and summed to get total drawdown. The drawdown
curve obtained is shown in Figure 21 as Curve #2
with the actual drawdown as Curve #1 for comparison.
By adding the term for a bottom as described in
Chapter III and by adjusting the porosity, ¢, per-
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FIG. 18a. Larderello 82 (Nella Sasso Rosso Nr. 82) fit to
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INFLUENCE FUNCTION - - WAIRAKEI fOTAL FIELD .- - 1955-1962
(F;lne.. measure p =.336597)
FIG. 20. Influence function-Wairakei total field 1955-1962.
a plausible fit. This method is difficult to use
because the necessary geologic and production data
are usually lacking or sparse at best.
FIG. 21. Linearized free surface fits to Wairakei data.
Curve I, .-.; observed pressure drawdown
Curve 2, 6-6; LFS fit, 1 term
Curve 3,0-0: LFS fit, 2 terms
TABLE 4. CHECK OF EXTRAPOLABILITY OF COATS' METHOD USING WAIRAKEI DATA
(Values of the influence function are from Fig. 20)
Cumulative Producing ~ PobsYear Prod. , Q Time, t, yrs. Lx. ~ .E. ~p .E.
1963 726276 8 .0023 209 542 .002334 212 539 543
1965 10283401 10 .0027 278 473 .002917 300 451 491
1970 1644585 15 .0035 384 367 .004376 480 271 427
1976 2295755 21 .0042 459 292 .006126 670 81 405
VI. ST~~DARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR DATA GATHER-
ING AND ANALYSIS
Data Gathering
The most important step for the analysis of
data is the proper collection of it. The data must
be as complete and clear as possible so that "bad
data" can be eliminated as a possible cause of
unusual results in the analysis. Some steps for
ensuring ~ood data gathering are
1) Set up regular testing schedules and stick
to them.
2) Set up calibration schedules for all
instruments used such as pressure gauges
and temperature bombs.
3) Keep an updated calibration log for each
instrument.
4) Use clear standard forms for recording
data.
A data chart for routine measurements should in-
clude at least the following information
1) Well name and location
2) Date and time
3) Pressure-well head, tubing, bottom hole,
meter run, etc. gauge or absolute
4) Temperature
5) Flow rate
6) Location of test points
7) Units for all measured quantities
8) Well status
9) Type of test being conducted - buildup,
interference, etc.
10) Zone being tested
11) Instrument numbers
12) Name of tester
Data Analysis
The data can be analyzed by wells, by groups
of wells and by fields.
Graphing the data provides an easy way of
examining the data for unusual behavior such as
occasional high, low or erratic production. Such
data sets can be flagged for special attention.
The data should be plotted and analyzed according
to Arps (1945, 1956) using cartesian semi-log,
and log-log plots of production vs. time. However,
this provides only a "quick look" and further
analysis should be done. If the data are smooth
enough, log-log type curves and Gentry's and
McCray's curves can be used to fit current data and
to extrapolate to future behavior. If the field is
vapor dominated, p/z vs. Q plots can be used but
only with great caution.
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Least Squares Fits to Arps's Equations
Production data (q vs. t) should be fit to
Arps's exponential equation using a non-linear
least squares program. The program should calcu-
late R2 to indicate goodness of fit. A reasonably
high value of R2 , e.g., greater than 0.65, allows
extrapolation with some degree of confidence.
We recommend against using the computer to fit
data to Arps's hyperbolic equation for the reasons
described in Chapter V. However, if the data fall
very well on a particular type curve then one may
reasonably predict future production using that
curve.
COMPLETE RESULTS FOR FITS TO EXPONENTIAL EQUATION
Calculated
Fiel d Frac tiana 1 3
R2Well # Start Date End Date Dec1 ine,Dxl0
Wairakei - Tota 1 Production
18 1-56 12-76 4.86 0.75
20 4-59 12-76 6.00 0.32
22 12-59 12-76 12.47 0.79
24 1-60 12-66 7.52 0.60
24 5-68 12-76 3.26 0.46
26A 1-63 12-76 5.38 0.52
268 10-62 12-76 5.29 0.68
27 8-58 12-76 2.05 0.20
28 1-64 12-76 1. 74 0.19
30 3-57 12-76 4.90 0.72
39 1-64 12-76 3.69 0.53
41 1-59 12-66 7.02 0.43
42 1-60 12-66 17 .48 0.80
43 12-58 12-66 5.04 0.40
44 7-62 12-76 5.10 0.78
46 12-58 12-76 4.86 0.74
47 3-59 12-76 1.34 0.14
47 1-63 11-67 7.87 0.40
47 6-68 12-76 0.47 0.01
48 5-62, exc 1 5-08-3-69 12-76 11. 22 0.80
55 5-62 12-76 3.05 0.52
56 8-62 12-76 9.81 0.86
57 9-62 12-76 6.01 0.69
58 8-61 12-76 2.84 0.45
66 5-64 12-76 1.03 0.06
67 8-60 12-76 4.67 0.61
70 1-65 12-76 1. 94 0.38
71 5-63 12-76 1.77 0.20
72 7-62 12-76 5.97 0.90
74 12-63 4-66 2.50 0.27
76 12-62 12-76 5.72 0.59
80 1-63 12-76 6.81 0.72
81 12-60 5-62 3.99 0.59
82 1-66 12-76 3.40 0.33
83 9-63 12-76 2.54 0.38
88 1-64 12-76 0.45 0.01
108 8-64 12-76 2.87 0.51
All WEllS 1-64 12-76 3.00 0.78
COMPLETE RESULTS FOR FITS TO EXPONENTIAL EQUATION
(Continued)
Calculated
Field Well # Start Date End Da te
Fractional 3
Decline,Dx10
Cerro Pri eta L;quid Production
5 3-73 7-78 4.72
8 6-73 7-78 14.36
9 3-73 12-77 10.26
11 3-73 7-78 24.22
14 8-76 8-78 4.65
15 8-74 8-78 14.55
19 2-75 7-78 -13.79
20 8-73 7-78 24.71
21 9-74 7-78 -15.02
25 12-73 7-78 16.08
26 8-73 7-78 -20.87
27 8-76 7-78 - 2.06
30 12-73 7-78 7.80
31 8-73 7-78 4.08
34 7-73 9-75 22.67
35 3-74 7-78 6.82
Cerro Pri eta - Total Production
5 1-73 12-79 8.01
8 1-73 12-79 18.12
9 1-73 12-79 99.09
11 1-73 12-79 19.87
14 1-73 12-79 9.74
15 1-73 12-79 17.31
19 1-73 12-79 - 1. 40
20 1-73 12-79 25.31
21 1-73 12-79 4.60
25 1-73 12-79 9.52
26 1-73 12-79 - 8.36
27 1-73 12-79 2.76
29 1-73 12-79 7.55
30 1-73 12-79 6.93
31 1-73 12-79 5.84
34 1-73 12-79 27.20
35 1-73 12-79 8.07
39 1-73 12-79 33.26






































If adequate production and pressure data are
available, they should be analyzed using Coats's
influence function method and a computer program
with the constraints described in Chapter III.
Data preparation is straightforeward and data hand-
ling is minimal. The first half of a data set can
be modeled and extrapolated in several different
ways. Comparing the extrapolation with the second
half of the data can give insight to the placement
of reservoir boundaries such as faults or outcrops.
Bodvarsson's linearized free surface method
should be tried if the reservoir has a free liquid
surface, and if enough data are available to
estimate a sinking velocity.
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Statistical Package for the Social Sciences SPSS
SPSS is a set of programs developed for
general statistical analysis. We have used the
two subprograms PLOT (Tuccy, 1977) and NON-LINEAR
(Robinson, 1977) quite extensively. The listings
for our SPSS main programs which used these sub-
programs are given below. SPSS2 will plot a set of
data. SPSS4 will do a nonlinear least squares fit
using the exponential equation. B(l) and B(])
are initial guesses for initial production, qo' and
monthly fractional decline, D. The other program
names are self-explanatory. A complete description
of SPSS is given in Nie, 1975.
Multiple Purpose Optimization System MPOS
MPOS is a linear programming package designed
to solve a wide variety of linear programming
problems. Coats' influence method can be formu-
lated as a linear programming problem as follows.
1
L q.. X. + ui - vi = b (1) 1.Z. nj=i 1-J J
Xj F. - Fj-1J
X. > 0 (Za) 1,2,1-
X
n
_1 - X > 0 (Zb) 1.Z.n -
Xi+1 - ZX i + Xi_1~O (Zc) i = 1.Z, n
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n
Objective function L(u. + v.) = minimum where
.11
1
variables, bi is the observed
and q ..X. is the calculated
1-J J
pressure change. MPOS generates a tableau for




qz ql -1 bZ
2 a)
-1 b3q3 q2 ql
q4 q3 qz ql
-1 = b4
2 c) 1 -1 > 0
H' { -Z > 0
-Z > 0
Values for u. and v. are given in the output so
that the fitfiess me~sures, p, can be calculated
directly as
n
" 1L -b (u.1· + v,,),i=l i
The listing for program INFUNC is given below.
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PLOT ONLY -- ?OlO ~
MONTHS3 MASS



























Pt1A SS= MA SS
MASSeOI



















sv 'oH10L s= -71
1,10
pARAMETEPS



























































PLOTS=LCGMASS (£+.9) WITH lOGH 0 ,3)1
TITLE=RORE 72/
TITlEX=LOG If"I~E/



















- . -- SPS<:;GEN =:::===
Ul
PAGESIZE NO~JECr
~UN NAM~ GENr~v SEMIlOG PLOT - - nnRE 22
1APrABL~ LIST XrM,YD~O,XCM
INPUT FOR~AT FIXEO(10X.F3.0,5X,F20.0,SX,F20.0'









PLOT PLOTS=QIDQIO,2) WrTH ~QCaQrT(O,1)/
TITLE=RC~E 221
TliLFX=EORE22 CUM. PQQO. OVE~ INITIAL PROn.·TI~EI












~UN NAME GENTRY CARTESIAN FOR A-INITIAL -BORE zn
iARIABLE LIST XTM.YPRO.XCM
INPUT FO~MAT FIXEO(10X.F3.0.5X.F20.0.5X.F20.Ot








PLO.. JDLOfS=QOQHO.l.5' WITH )(C~ (0,10000000000011
TIT LE =BORE 20'










~UN NAME CUMULATIVE VS GU~~ENT PROOUCTION. flOPE 2~
VARIABLE LIST XTM.YPRQ
INPUT FORMA~ FIXEOf14X.F5.0,10X.FlO.2'
N OF CASES UNKNOWN
COMPUTE XCM=ACCUM(YP~OI
W~ITE CASES (10X.F3.0,SX.F20.095X.F20.~1
Xl",. YPRO, XC M
READ IN?UT nATA




















~UN NAHE OUTPU~ SEMI-A~NUAL AVERAGES -- BO~E 72
VARIABLE LIST MONTH5~.A~ONTH YEAR,~ASS
INPUT FOR~AT FIXEO(QX.F5.0,5X,2FS.O,F20.2)
N OF CASES UNKNOWN
~ISSING VALUES MASS(O'
IF (AMONTH LE 61HAF'EA~=1
IF (AMONTH GE 7) HAFYEAR=2











".) P :S .) ~T~T.STICML P~vK~~c FO" THE sacrAL SCIENCES






Nv 1'< ...... ,N EA'" ,E Gr< E;; lOt, - - ') 0 r< t 1 d
HuNTrl53,AHuNTH,Y AR,H~SS
FI"EJ (':l,..,Fj.0,5 ,2F!.:>.0,F20.21
""~OI<O~,,u Tu' YvU" ~N'::uT Fu-<H .. T, "ARIA,,~b ARE TO ae: I\EAl.J A~ FVI.LOwS
TriE I~PJT FG~1AT P~vIlIUE~ FJR • IIMRi~~LES. 4 ~1i..L BE ~EAO
IT PRJ".J,,-" FuR 1 "h"",j:; ,.(,A-fljJ., .. ) "~f.< ~-"'-~1J;4-~- ~-*CO .. UM~.·--A-M- ~~-~. A R.~COOl.u.
'iArd,rr,G - ... InJMEJ;;"c. ~"~,iA3L" "AS " .. luTrl G"EATE" THAN 1 ... SHA~l ROUNJIt>G/TI<UNCATION ERRORS MAY OCCUR.
~ CF CA~ES 2dJ
iF OEAk LT 1-:;501I1ASS=0
~uIIPUTF ~rHR~r~~~
A~SIGN iI"SI~G MUNT~K(-11
",EJECT IF IHA~~ EQ JI
~EA..i Ir<i'UT c.:.r A
II""I~ ji-E FO"HkT "E,-,ORO COLUMNS
HUNT H':' ~ F S, a i '--i~--H -- _..- .. ----_ .. - - - .. - _.. _----
t.M",NTH F 5. G 1 20 - Z..
y 10':' j;. F ;. ;; 1 25- Z'3
I1Ao,S F20. 2 1 30- 4'3







SPSS "'E ... O,,[,EO
79/07/25.
~"Ki"tlLE;;=~ASS ~lTH HO,HH,{, N8=Z





































OCCol~JG CM NE~OEU FO" NONLINEA~
OFT I U. - 1
IGi<v"E IIL::;~lNG VALvE i,~Jl"'AT~S
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.. - - - ..- _. -- -_..._.-.__ .-----------."_._----~-------"_._-"----_."-_._"--.~--_.-. --. _.'- - -.. - - - - - - - - - - -
NONlINEA~ KEGRESSION -- BORE 16 79/071 25. OS.ZS.54. PAGE 3
FILE NOI;AI1E (CREATION DATE = 79/07/25.1


















~EL. CHANi7£.£N A PARAttEl€R
REL. CHANGE IN SUM OF SQUARES










I I'll TI AI.. V01 I..tJ £
.." wc'"- ... c-'l.ac ..... tl~
-".b710000E+02
































CUI1U ... AT Ut. NO. JF FUI,L TION CA ... LS = 6
ITERAT ILl", TINtO = .262 SECONU.>
CJI1UI..AT.in il"1E = 1.\ SECO~U;;'
ITERATION TERMINATES
liA-J(, >ttt.A-li-y-f>i1++A-t«7E-rlI--A- PARA-',ETER .LTo ruLli •• bSaOaOaOE 08
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- ffifflt.-f-ffE-AR--';;EGi(ES5Iett BORE 16 19/07/25. 96.28.5<.-..---- -f'-A-~ ...
FILE NOt..AME (CREATION OATE = 79/07/25.t









SU1'1 OF SQUld~E5 • 1.211..952£+17
q.,L-~ .1601
NCNLINEAi REGRESSION -- aOi\E 18 79/07/25. 08.28.5... PAG E 5
FIL.£ NONAHE (CREATION wATE = 79/07/25 ••
FIN A ... F U to C T ION "ALUES '" N 0 RES I il U A L S
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ~ESIOUAL = 2.2552119E+07






1 1.9510662E+08 1,8200000E+08 -1. 3106622E+07
1 1.9"1&102£+08 1.7HG~1lG-£+G6 -2.3H,Hl23£+07
1 1.9322001E+08 1.0200000[+08 -1.1220006£+07
1 1. 9228355-£+ 0 8 10 79-G-o-o-G-i-E+G-8 -1-.3-2 8J55G-E + 07
1 1.9135103£+08 1.8700000E+08 -".3516331£+06
-1 .. ----· ....h9S.. 21023E.S8 1.8Hege8E~8S 7.',2 .. 232'lile&
1 1.b950133E+08 1.9200000£+08 2.4986735£+06
1 1.8850209£+08 1.950000GE+Oa ~."1710&~+oo
1 1.8766891£+08 1.9100000E+08 3.3310862£+06
1 1.8&75936E+Od 2.0000000E+08 1.32~Oo..O£.07
1 1.~So~422E+08 1.9600000£+03 1.0145784£+07
1 1.~...g.~+U---_· 2.0,ggeggE.ga 2.0e4.li'o1E+07
1 1.8405707£+08 2.0800000E+08 2.3942933£+07
1 1.83105112£+118 10'1 GOOO OllE+08 O. 83-At ~N~£+-o6
1 1.0227730E+08 1.7200000E+08 -1.0277297£+07
1 1.813':l38H+08 2.050GGOGE+08 2~36-G61Z--Atii+1J.1.
1 1.8051474E+Oo 2.1200000£+08 3.1485264£+07
1 1.7':lo398&EtOS 2.0SQ9gOOE+OS 2.i3&Ollt3i+07











































































2'+ 1 1.7 .. 47691E+08 2.1200000£+06 3.7521088£+07 ••••••••••••••••••
25 1 1.7363329£+ 0" 2.1200000E+06 3.8306713£ + &7 ••••••••••••••••••
20 1 1.727917&E+08 1.9200000E+06 1.92082.. 1£+07 .............
'tt- --t ---- 1.~~----- 103889889EI90 'O. 195~3HE I B7 -- ......................................_-
28 1 1.7112092E+08 1.d400000E+06 1.2813079E+07 .........
23 1 1.702':i15l7E+Od 1.1000000E+06 -0.0291570£+07 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30 1 1.b9'+b&24E+0<l 7.3000000E+07 -'3.& .. 6ti23dE+07 ...........................
31 1 1.oIl64491E+cll 1.9000000£+06 2.13550'H£+07 ..............
32 1 1.078275bE+"8 1.8800000E+08 2.0172444E+07 ..............
33 1 - 1. tr701"flt+~d 2,07e90eaElea -3-d90:>833E 187- ~._- ....................
3.. 1 1. b020 .. 12E+ Oil 2.1100000E+06 ..... 795280E+07 ••.•••....••..••.....
3j 1 1.0:'39920E+08 2. 700~00aE+07 -1. 383'3920E+0 d ••••••••••• ++ ..............
36 1 1.1: .. 59756E+06 1.6000000E+08 -,+.';9757:> .. E+06 •• O'
31 1 1. 0379<; v 4 E+ J" 2.0700000£+06 ... 3200160E+07 ......................
38 1 1.f:300597E+Co 1.8600000£+06 2.299 .. 02tiE+07 ..............
B 1 1.1:2215<;5E+Oo 1 • ~7 0 00fHl-~6 3~ .. l-a... G-SG£+ 0 7 ......................... #.
.. 0 1 1.e 1"297bE+08 ".1000000 E+O 7 -1.104297&E+08 ............................
.. 1 1 1.00""'.;oE+08 1. '1"O~OOOE+Od 3.d35262 ..£+~7 ....................
.. 2 1 1. ~ ,dbo79E+Cb 1.HOOOOOE+08 3.1131214E+07 ...........................
.. 3 1 1. 5 ~ J '>3 ,; 7:: + 00 1 doiJ 0000 E+Oo 3.0-306030£+07 ......................
.. 4 1 1. ~ d3 2291 ::+08 ld500000E+08 3. oo770:/2E+~7 ·~.~.·..~.4..... ~
.. :> 1 1. ~7~:>5S<lE+u8 1. d"O OO'11lE-+Od 2. 7........10E+ fJ7 ............. + .......
.. 0 1 1. ",,/,,1,;5 E+ Qd 1.,)700000E+08 3. 0208022E+ 07 .................................
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NONLI~EAR ~EGRf~SION -- 30~E lj 73/0i/~5. D8 • 2:1 .:i ... ,:J ~ u': o
(CkE~TIO~ JArE = 1~/07125.)F h.E ,.~o "loME






































-1. 077 .. 380E+ 07
-2. 3105781E+C...























































1. .. 11 ,;~ .. 4£+Oo
1 040205E+08
- 1 ~2-1-1-£.. -%---- ---
i 50&502E+08
1. 3b255E+08


































































73 1 1.37. ,5 .. 10+08 1.1200000E"08 -2.5516 )E+ L7
7 .. 1 103685006E+08 1.0100000E+06
-3.5 e5995&£+G7
75 1 1. 301B680E+ OB 1.1100000E+08
-2.5166801E+07
70 1 l.H52t>1M+W h#99999E>06----. 2.85267&lE+97
77 1 1.3"8099,210+08 1.1000000E+08
-2 ... 66~920E.07
78 1 1.3"2162610+08 1.0600000E+Otl
-2.621&.203£+07
7, 1 1.335 b517 10" 0 d 1.0'300000E+08
-2 ... 565773£.07
BO 1 1. 32'l1httE.0 d 1.a990000£+08
-2.3918103&£+97
d1 1 1.3227 .. 2ltE"OB '3dOOOOOOE"07 -3.32710236£+07
62 1 1. 316 3-H6£+ (H) . ~.269aa99E'a6-' ,. &331599£+~
83 1 1.30,951910 .. 08 1.3 .. 00000E .. 08 3. 0 0.. 811ItE+06
8 .. 1 1. 3 036031 E+ 0 8 lo120000ilE+08
-1.631>0310£.07
85 1 1.2'172B51Et-08 1.1600000E+uB
-1.372850'1£"07
86 1 1.2,;0,.,77E+08 1. il300000E"06
-2.6099769£+07
87 1 1.20" 7100310 .. 08 1.1,+00000E"Q8
-1 ..... 7 .. 077£.07
6<1 1- 1.27851..2£+9-8 h-1299999E196 . -.-----10 513 51'e 18E + 97····
B 1 1.272317810"08 1.2400000E+08
-3. 2311757E"06
90 1 1.2061514E+08 1.2000000£+08 1.36.. 6631£"0&
'H 1 1. 2bO Cll .. 9 10+ 08 1.3500000E.Od 8. H65132£+06
'32 1 1.2,,3':1081 E+ 0 6 1.1600000£Hl8
-9. 390Jll117£+D&
,3 1 1.2476309E+0<l 1.3000000E+06 5.21&9057£+06
9.. 1 ·---h2....i78J2£t ~8 .. ·--·1. QJQQQQQE"il8 2. 117UilJE .. Q7
45 1 1.2357b .. dE+Od '3.9000000E+07
-2.4576463£+07
90 1 1.2297756H06 1.0'100000£+';6
-1. 3977500£+liT

























NONL INEAr( "'EG"bSrOl'i -- a()~E 1~ 79/07/25. 08.28.54. PAGE 7








1.370000010+08 1.613 .... 08£.07





















































































































-4..... 2712&£ + 0&
1.2087710£+07
A N 0 RES ~ 0 iJ ~ L S
C,I\APrl OF KES:OUAL


















































































1:I.519 .. 28 .. E+07
-:I.7000000E'07
;0'1...... 285£+07





















































































NO~LINEAR ~EGRESSiO~ -- 30RE 18
FII..E (iuNIo,1E ICk.UlT I ON OAT £ 79n7/25.1
79/07/25. 08.28.54. PAGE 5
.p..
.p..
FIN A I.. fUN C T ION II A L U £ S A H 0 RES IOU A L S
PREDICTION oaS€~\/ATION RESlQUAl GRAPH OF RESIDUAL
-2 -1 0 +1 +2
'tlS:/6 8222E 1a 7 10 as'oH4CJE 188 9 .It1H9lt2E +Be -------............. - -
9.~523007E+07 1.2.. 3~1 .. 3E+08 2. 8868,+21E+07 ••••••••••••••
".50600,,8[+07 1.1,h414t3E+Q8 2.3J'81318E+G1 .
~ ... :.9"332E+07 9.7515712£+07 2d16~803E+06 ••
9.41.. 05 .. 9E+07 1.G.. 321'o3E+G8 1. 9184518[+Q7 ••••••
9.36d,+568E+07 1.00,+9266E+08 1.2608268E.07 •••••••
't-r~~ 9';81)998[187 2.6,,946BQE+S& --------.---+-,'-
9.2778669E+07 1.07691,+3E+08 1 ... 912738E+07 ••••••••
9.2329030E+07 1.0516857£+06 1.Z8~9~lli+G7 •••••••
~.1861550[.07 1.007271.. £+08 8.8.. 55911E+06 •••••
9.1,+36239E+07 9.99114021£+97 7. !H51U2E+G& ••••
9.0993066E+07 6.4111428[.07 -2.6881658E+07 •••••••••••••
+'-0,529 8lE+ 97 ') ...U9,)'.l8e:+1l7 I. 7H9i7Zi+ ai ~_u_
9.0113213E+07 1.0"..9428E+08 1... 381071E+07 •••••••
8.967 6472E+ 0 7 1.1"7511£+08 2. 11J~9Zlt4£+07 •••••••••••••
6.92 .. 1648E+07 1.1559000E+05 Z.O&~51"9[+07 •••••••••••••
8.68 09331E+ 0 7 1. 10(,-!40Zi-£+oa 2.1Ult~.ll-1 •••••••••••••
8.8378909E+07 1.1997000[+08 3.1591059E+07 •••••••••••••••


































































































6.5 .. ; OTE.G7
o.!> 00 CJ794C:.0 7
o ,,97707E.G7
11 11:t1rti't+&-




























1. U0 .. 3 7 1.. £.0 8
1.lb70JH+J6
1.2013000£+06






-b+3±55 71E I aa-
9.33371-.2£.07
7. U':lY':IY9E.07
o ... 3<1 :713£.07
o.33S1lo27E.07
7.~3271.. 2£+07
-To 1921 .. 26 £ I e7 ..
7.7012/1:>0£.07
3d 1tl21157 h07
7.8Y .... 28 .. £.07
7.03628:6E+07
1.6230 ;'::.07


















































NON~IN£~R KEGKE~SrON -- 80~E 1B 79/07/25. 0~.2B.!>4. PAGE 'I -l>-V1
-F-.H.E- fflffl'Mt£--+&ftt..-H'*-1ttft--'~H-5-T+ --- ---- -



























-.~ Nit- •. ----
1~7 1 7.52369~8E+07 7.52971 .. 2£."7 1.01441&1£.C..
1~8 1 7."'12211"£+07 7.,715712E+07 7.93596~8E+05
19'1 1 7."'56998E+07 7.4.. 4.. 28 .. E.07 -1.1 .. 7136 ..E.~S
zao 1 7.41~7&4ZE+07 6.760Z8,,€+07 -&.5S473&6E+0&
201 1 7.3638037E+07 &.B151427£.07 -5.66&6100E+0&
2+2- 1 1.3 .. 89115E+.91 &.3);285&10+01 'h527.H91E+0& ---0.
203 1 7.31240"6E.07 6.3 ..~1 .. 26£+07 -9.682E197£+06
20it 1 7.21690.. &£+07 &. 9~4a570E+07 -2. -i210763E+06
205 1 7.2"16963£+07 5.2)95714£+07 -1.98212"9£+07
206 1 7.20&5~88£+07 6.2952856E+07 -9.1131321£+0&
207 1 7.1716715£+07 6.7'4e570E+07 - ... 1681 .. 4&£+0&
2Q8 1 7. Hi>YHH+Q7 lo 'I naH7E+07 -7 OJ~:l77it"+G. _
209 1 7.1023238£.07 6.9948570E+07 -1.0746679E+06
210 1 7.0679016E+07 6.7148510£+07 -3.~304482£+0&
211 1 7.033&467E+07 0.994)713E+07 -3.9075360£+05
212 1 6.9995576£+07 7.~03~2a..E+07 4.03870a..E.~
213 1 a.9656337E.07 7.1636571E+07 2.1622J"~E+06
21't 1 io.9H87'lai+07 7.lUl'la8i+07 J.lllliilaJi+Qi
215 1 &.6962783£+07 7.2<159999E+07 3.8772160£+0&
216 1 &.01>48453£+07 &.94&5713E+07 8.172&045E+1l5
217 1 6.63157 .. 2E.u7 6.11988570£+07 &.7262754£+05
218 1 &.7984045E+07 &.2398571£+07 -5.586117+4£+00
219 1 6.7655152E+07 b.90ij~71~E+07 1.430;b20E+0&
l2a 1 &.732725&E+07 0.3991~27E+07 -3. 3358290E+0&
llt 1 6.1filf~9£+i11 f.....13&511£+&-1 -2."23-131£+%
222 1 &.6&7&22~E+07 b.~272857E+07 -2.~033&&aE+0&
~'!Il' • Co. L-'r,n..,,~~.n.., L.-__ .L.,,-'=.....L..'2.lll...J::.....--L~ ------'..a..- ~__,~r.............n...c:
23& 1 &.2291698E+07 &.332~2d5E+07 1.03238&8E+06
237 1 6.1~8999&E+07 6.23928'~E+07 3.1280036£+05
236 1 0.108955&E+07 6.,+12 ..265E+07 2.~3 .. 7287E+0&
239 1 6.1390573£+07 6.119,71.. E+07 -2.8.85902£+05
240 1 &.1093039E+07 b.32971~2E+07 2.20'+1027£+06
----~---+- &.97"1&9',7£+97 &. ~21'J':l':l9E+J7 2. ",;JO,19E"'&
2.. 2 1 b.0~02269E+07 j.93b~265E+07 -1.13600~5E+Ob
2 .. 3 1 &.020~bOE+07 0.je7~285E+07 2.8&522.1E+0&
2.... 1 5.9917252E+07 &.1322656E+07 1... 050030E+0&
2ltS 1 5.902&859E+91 0.321571.. E+07 3.€•• 6115'+1E+ &6

















































-2 ... 726559E+ 0&
-5.55028'+6£+&5
-2.0001219£+06



























NCNLINEAK REGRE~SIGN -- aO~E 16 79/07/25. 08.28.5,+. PAGt: 10
+:-
0\
FILE NU"AME ICREATIiJN DATE = 7~/U7/25.1




















; • 8 .. 7 92 9ll E+0 7
5.819580&E+07


























rl~E ~I~C~ ENJ Of THi I..A~T ir£~ATION
TOTA~ T.M£
NONLINEAR ~EGRE~SLO~ -- 30RE 10
Ru N COI1PL tT EG
NU13ER uF CuNT~CL C~~G~ ~EMJ li
1.,33 :;ECJNu~
3.36d 3£uuNG:i
79/07/25. 00.20.5 ... PAGE 11
47
ESTIMATING FIELD INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS -- PROGRAM USEAGE
The linear pr09raMftin9 technique of Coats, Rapoport, McCord and
Drews (JPT, Dec.,1964), is used to deterftine the aquif&r influence
functions froM field data. Several pr09raft5 have been written to take
raw data and convert it into a tableau used by the ".P.O.S linear
prograllllin9 package, then extract the results and reforllat it. The
procedure is as follows:
1. INPUT DATA








Input Forllat. Fields are integer-real-real for
tille-pressure-volu"e
N = nUllber of data cards to follow
First Data Card (contains data for tille, pressure,
and volu"e)
Last Data Card
repeat for "ore data sets
2. GENERATING THE INFLUENCE FUNCTION
The procedure to do this is sillply:
GET,INFUNC. or GET,IHFUNC/UN=BKOQSC.
INFUNC,IN.
where IN is the file containing the input data as described above.
The results will be found in file OUT dnd are arranged as follows:
1) tleader card
2) card containin9 nUllber of data points and fitness value RHO
in (IS,5X,Fl7.0) field
3) N data cards in the forllat (I5,SX,4Fl7.7> in order of
tille, F, del ta-F, P, Q.
4) E-O-F Ilark
5) repetition of 1) to 3) for each data set
These results should be saved for future plotting. There is also Ct
file nailed RESULTS generated which contains output froll the H.P.O.S.
package which should be sent to the line printer ~!!b £~rr!~9~ £QntrQ!~
48
3. PLOTTING THE INFLUENCE FUNCTION
To plot the influence functions generated above, it is necessary to
lise the INFPLOT pr09ra~. The necessary libraries and object decks will
have been gotten by INFUNC. All that is necessary is to enter
INFPLOT,OUT
where OUT is the file generated in step 2) above. The progra~ should be
run fro~ a graphics terMinal. Output can be sent to the GERBER plotter








•• THIS PROCEDURE wILL TAKE RAW rrME/p~ESSU~i/JJLJME uATA ~NO
.- CALL THE PRGPE" PROGRAMS iO Pt<(,OU::.t: At- ~NrLJ::N:E FJNCrr(j,~ LSI/;G
.- THE L.NEA~ PROGi<.AMI1ING kI.GO';'HHM 0F ",OATS, c.r AL li'3b,+) •
.-




.- IN FiLE wITH OAT~ ~ETS LN P~UPEK FuRM~T •
• - OUT FILE WH.J.CH WILL C0NTA ... t, TIMEt'" NF .. JE.NC::' FUN~T .0/;, uHTA-F,
:: RESuLT ~~·EP~~fcHA~~LtOt~~~A±~ MJ~~?I~~b~·-4~p~6:~~T~INEAR FROGRi,HMING

















• OATA f INF1L.P. A8LE~U GENE~ATE~ =IN ~OCA~ FI~E <lTAB>
ENTERING ~.P.O.S •
•DATA,INF~. .
~.P.O.S. RU~ COMPLETE. =RESULTS ~kE =~~ LO~AL FILE <~E~U_TS>
BEGIN OATH ~EFG~HATTING •
• OATA,INF 3
REFO~MAT CCMPLETE. ~~fLUENCE FUNCT:J~ PLUS O{luINAL OAT~ A~E NOw
=IN LOCAL FILE <OUT>. DATA SETS ARE ~EPARATEJ gr E-O-F M~~~S.
USE <APPENC,Jlt\FUNC,OuT> TO Aua TO P....c:l/IULS =i;J.E;)J.T5,
OTHERWISE <~Al/E,OuT=NEwNAME> TO ~AV~ THE OUTPUT •
• DAU,INFlt








D111ENS ION P 13 00 ). Q 13 {) Il I. oj LJ F F 1(3). F0,(11 I 1Ii I
----------B·nf~W7g~IU-r7r., ~-ONTG;:"-i~i. T WOt1I-Z./, iJ 111 XI, oJ! 1 H ,,/
DATA U/1HU/. EQ/1HO/, DASH/1H-1
T~IS PROGRAM READS IN PRESSURE ANu PROOUCTIO~ G~TA A~ C
CREATES INPUT FOR USE IN LINEAR P~OGRAMMING ~OUTIN~ H.F.J.S.8cg
-t--- READ tiEAD.E.RA.~Q._I.N.JlJJL~NQ .Q!H/:'u f. FQkMATs
1 REAOCS t l011 HeRI FCfOF • S I ) 99 t. 2
2 READIS t10U FORMI101 FORHAT 8AlO)
C
~ READ NUMBER OF JATA POINTS
__~c----",R",,-E=Ao. DUItHf URIABLL.IILJ.IJ'1.Lfll.t-.O •.f:\£AO PRoESSl,JU AND PkODUCTI C~ DATA
READIS,-) N













PRINT C&,·)tX1 TO Xt.N1
PR HTI~•• )tUl TO Ut.Nl
PR NT C0t.·)tV1 TO Vt,N1
WRITE(o,~03) 2-Nl-1
203 FORHATttPACKfOtltHINIMIZEt/tCONSTRAINTSt,IS)
WRUE(oI103) IEQ,I=l,N1l, (DASH. l=1,N3)
_-iO-LOO~UJa,l FORHO----··---- .
20~ FORHAr(tFOR~ATt/tI2IS,F20.5JtltREADtJg
C REWRITE DATA AS INPUT TO H.p.a.s. IN T~3_~AJ ~O~~Ar
_~ WRIT~e...J.li.TI.E FUNCTIQ!i__ d _
111 FORMAT(ZIS1f20.S)WRIrE(6,11 J (.l£RO.li-J-.1,Oli£,I=1.N2J
C
C WRITE SECOND ORDER CONSTRAINT~
C
DO 20 J=l N1-----4MHI~:thl
WRITEC6,111l
WRITE 101.111)
20 CONTI NUt:.C .




WRITEI6.111) J, Ki-1, ONE
WRITE(b.l11) J. K.. 2. TIoiUM





PRO bRA M INF PLOT lOUT, D. TRAP,r ~ FU T, ou YP UT , TAP:: 1 C=~, rAPE 5 =IN FU T,
• TAPE8=QUT,TAPE7=EXTRAP,TAPE6=OU1PUTJ
-- f :~.-;.;;-;..;. ;.-~~;. ;.-~..;.-;.-~.;;-;.;.;.';.;----;.; ------------ ----- -- -- -----------------------
C PLOTS THE INFLUENCE FUNCT~ON FOR GEOTHE~~~L FIE~J
g TIME AND ~ALUE OF THE FUNCTION AS GfNE~AT::O dr P~CGRAM <~F~> A~i ~EAL
C AND PL~TTED ON TEKTRONIX ~662 PLOTTE~
C8 L0 ~ll.l\LV..N1J.S-.-fQ~f'J1T ! Q\!TP l,lI.I
C LUN b REACS INfLUENCE FUNCTION AS G~N~RATEQ 3r PROCEDURE <REfORM>
C FORI'AT IS ONE HEAuER CARiJ Fc.~1.0WEJ ar rIliE AND FUNCTION liALUE. CARu5
C IN (FS.O t 5X1F17.6J FORHAT. ~EPARArE uECKS ~EPA~ATED ay --EOF--.C DEFAULT uAT FILE NAME IS <OUT>.
-hLUN 6 WRITES MESSAGES TO OPERATOR ON Fr.-.f: <OUTPUT>LUN 7 WRITES COMPUTED EXT~APOLATIONS ON JEFAULT FILE <EXTRAP>____ :::==:_~::~-=-~~~ ~~_=~-=~_~:_=~::_:~~ _:~~~~: ~: ~_ ~:~:~~~: _~:~ ~:~~T r ONS
I-fn-£G£R EXL ~altE.I\LAB2 (JJ ,EXLA6J (3 J ,E;<LAd.. (LtI
DIMENSION HDR(IH, T(30U, F(3Cl!t, YLAB(81, BUFF(2J, fOOr(8)
DATA YES I~YEStl
OAf A H"ARK/OIOA A YlABltPRESSURE R£SPONS~ PER UNIT ~OLU~E tl
·-----·--Hffi-ffiU~~=a-~h_2&~~DED-AT:UlFERn
DATA E~LAS3 ItASSUHES INFINIT£ AQUIFE~tl
DATA EXLA~~ ItASSUMES IMMEDIATELY aOUNOiD AQJIFERtl
DATA FOOT ItlF>ITNESS MEASURE ~Q<v = tl
CALL Al.PHASPRINT .,tOO YOU W1SH TO PLOT uN TH~ GERaER~t
~TYP=ltFfHOfESC5t.EQ.C) LTYP=lR NT .,tENTEk NUMBER OF TIME PEK~OD~ FOR ExrR~p~LATluNt
••• xr-=n- ...
F(NEXT.EQ.O) GO TO 1
WRIT E(.-&..1.D-ft. ) EXL Aaz
FORHATCtENTER ttYEStt IF YOU DESIkE EXT~A?OLArION WHICH t,5A1GJ
LZ = NOYES(S)
WRITE (6 ',111") EXL A03
L3 = NOTES ( ~)
WfIIE(8f~n) ~MIt.__l = N 5 J
101
READ HEADER FOR X-LABEL
g --~-_...._._-~ .. ~ .......-_""!_...-~-..... - --~-.-.------ - ------ ------ -- - -- -- -- - - -.- - - -.- ----
C
CC ------
1 READ C6,101) HOR
~I~D~!~~i:~:lC~~~) ~::~o
107 FORMAT -111X.F17.7)














CALl. PLvl,(~E H.IYf)CAL~ TKTYP~C4602)




FINCR=F 00 -F (t~-l)
TINeR = TC 2) - T CU
CALL RANGECQ.,FCN)+NElT·FINC~,NINTS,YMI~,fMA~,yrIC)
CAL~ RANGECJ(U, T CN) +NEXT"'rINC~, II, XHIN, X'4AK, XTlC)
IFUTIC.LT.1.0) XTIC=1.0
C








l(OE~r = X.HA) - X"IN
XfAGT=CwIOTH-XBIAS'IXOELT
YFACT=ChEIGHT-Y6IAS'/CYHAX-YHIN)
CAL~ SCALt:CXFACT ,Y~ACT~xaIA"S;YB lAS,XtUN, '(MINI
CALL. ERASE
CALL Al,.PHASc-sr lE=.1l7 ..
PRINTC7,·)tXHIN=t,XHIN,t XHAX=t,XMA~,t XTIC=t,XTIC,t XFACT=t,XFACT
PRINTC71.'trHIN=t~YHIN,t YMAA=t,YHAX,t fTIC=t,rTIC,t YFACT=t,YFACT
CALL AX SCXHIN,ll.I1A)(,XHIN,HIIN,YtlAX,YHIN ,XTIC,YTI:,ll,9'
CALL. AI(LABL
• U, XHA X1XI1lN, xrIC, YMAX., Yt1I N, YT Ie, x. FACT, f FA cr ,C S I Z£, 1,1. , YO ISP)CALL AXL BL















CALL HOII£ST C2H' 111 ,FOOT, 25+NCHAR, 2'
X = XDELT - SYMhlDCCSIZE,80,fOOT) I XFACT
I( = XHIN + ~/2.




K = -.8/XFACT + XMINCALL SYH8EL(X,y,gO.,CSIZ£,NCH~RS,rL'8)












IFCNOT.LE.OI G(; TO 1
IfCN.LT.5) GO TO 1





C PERFOkH FIRST EXT~APOLATION -- AS~~ME SOU~OEO 'UUIFE~.





HUTCHINSON A SIKORA, 1959, P.172, EQN. 16
..._------.--------------------------------------------------------
5Z IFCL~.EQ.IJ GO TO 62
FOELT z CFCN'-FCN-1) I (T(N.-TlN-!J)
-~--_.- - ---------------~----- ..-
~AE______~ CHJ£F(N)~010), J N~kT,E~lAa3
C
------f4;f1cij1t'-fflcT • I
X • TCN' • I • TINeR·--6-.------tt8-tt'i":Cb~m;~2U
c
62 CONTINUE







71 IFIL3.£Q.Ot GG TO 72
l( = WIDTH/3.
r = HEIGHT/5. - CSIZE • "n
HH = tiM .. 2
-.-- ..i*~*~t1~~~~t;_H_ili~-~4;rX.:.nn·-~-·
CALL. JASHES
72 IfII..Lt.EQ.Q, GO TO 1
j( = WIDTH/3





99 CALI. PLOTEN C
999 STOP ~END INFPLOT~
END
56
fHIS PROCEDURE wIll REFORMAT TnI': Ot"TPLT HeM M.P.C.S. LINEA~ FRO"",AI1M:t.G
-.K....---~ANO HHGE IT WIT" THE TII1E VrH-UES F'i,Q'1 THE QRrGl~.!k..!l~H. THE_ FJN6;"
FO"RH IS DESIGNEe TO iJE OSEO 'W ... fR fR:. hOTTI"N" P,O",\Ai1<TNFPLOT>.
FILES1
IN CuNTAINS OUTPUT FROM M.P.D.S.
I1kfk-c1:THfAI~ ORIGINAL DATI. USE!) TO GENEUT£ H.P.O.;:;. TABLEAU.
OUT FILE WHICH WILL CONTA~N THe OUTPUT USEG TO CALL <!NFPLDT>
P PH.
CON~ERTED.
BY THE LINEAR PROGRAHMINu PACKAGE.
---'~~H:o--~~~~-~~-L£-~---l'OO£T£JVUU£ .wHICH SET IS NOT FEASIalE.
S
1 ~CU.J vt:t\.::;.lu,'4 3.2 t,I)"r~w~~;E"," v,:Vi:'(s:ry 6[/:3/13. 1., .... 2.:3". P"Gc
'I F Q '.:
.~•••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••• & •• &
· ...
.
• VEP~!ON 3.2 ..
· .
• MULTI-PvRFGSE OFTI1!ZAT.ON srST~1 ..
••••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••• F~08LEM ~U16tR 1 ••• 4.
•..•...........•.....
• F~~EL~M r~u16~~ 1 ~
.aM.~ ~ .
r.- E







'1 I,;' 'II ZE
C ~,~T"t:N1S 37
~ ~((~LL(~C~~~~J01C--------------------­
F ="'~ T( ;. ~ , F 2:. ;)
i<. /.Go ,.· .. ·Z,
HFJ ~E~S~CN 3.2 ~O~T~~ESTE~N UNIVE~S!Tf
CO""T~~:~.TS V~r'I"3_E::; ,'~G:,·z::.OS
USING =Ev!;;EO

















































:!..:.. - A .1-
:7 - X 7
23 - U
2: S - U C
35 - U t4: - J
47 - V
;; 3 - VE
Te .lu[t.-:7
EP Ll':Folu .. T
Ll T=0EFAuLT
~S LE= .lOOE+C1
FA f'A ,1ETEc,';; ~Ou~,JS
'+ - .(4
lC - Xl"~
1 0 .... 16



















" S 1T T ~= 37
7 - · 2 - .... c. 3 - 0- > 0 - ,8 , - 013 - , :4 - , 14 15
-
,,(lS
:~ - X S 2:' - U 1 21 - u2
25
- U 25 - u7 27 - U3
3: - U 2 32 - U13 33 - U1 ...
,-




- "6 4;; - J74C
- V 1 5 J - V1Z: 5: - V13
"'
. V 7 := 6
- Vi" S7 - "1 :;
It--PUT F,M,SL':'TIC~, TI'1:: = .7570 SECO~QS
'PO~ VEQ.S:OI~ 3.2 t;O"TH~c.;,T::;..t, UNlVE"S!TV
.4 ~+ ••• _ ••••
• t:~C?LE,., t:LJ'1:)::;:l 1"
•• 4 +++ •• ~ ••••
o:'l,n/13. 16 .... 2.': 3. F~ :;,
US .. NG ,EdSEl)
IkFLUEt;C,- FUIiC,ECr-. -. jOFE2d -- 1':l5b TO 197"
I i ~D • t, vA
- "-
VA




-;e T~ ... uW ;, 3JUNC - W'1 J: t, -.ll",,12:1.4




9'3 To) I..J'" iJ. 3JU r. C -"MIN -.11Lt724
IT 1,0. t.j JA
- b2 VA - bO T~ ... o~ R 30JNO -~1'1;: fJ -.10EO t5I T~"o • I. VA - 5 VA - lCO Te; ~~I'I Q. :lU U/,;O -~ I'1IN -.10E>OtSI T NO. ;, vA
·
b V~
- 1'11 TO lO~ " aD UN C -~MIN -.1~60c:>I T I~O • ~, vA - ,-" VA - b2 TO .. u. ~ tOCU NC -W'1I:' -.O~81cCI T ~,J • : ~, v.. - 7 V~ - :i.J2 T i".. ... OW ~ 3J UNO -WiIN -.:':loHGIT "-0 • .
"
VA · 0 V. - lC3 T G _u~ ~ 3UUI'< C -n'l:N -.0-;51bO
58
IT t.o • :2 ! ~, ~A ,- Lt ~tP - <::4 TO LC wE.::' 3lllJ NO - ,Pi It' = -.0 '10 '3E:2
IT 1;0. .3 IIj ~A,,- ':1 Vt c._ H4 TI" Lv .. -: Q aOvNO -'dIN= -.0%'362
I ~ 1<0. 1<' .r. 1/'" F- : C ~t"'- 105 TC LowE;; 30 JNO - ...~ I "1= -.09~,H2
IT NO. • o. 1: r~ V... ,,- t d 014,,- to Tv ,-OhE': 30UND -,,~II;= -.08.... 25
I~ NO. :t ~ '~ ~A ;,- .. olAf. - lC6 .1" .. 0wE~ 30 UI~ 0 - .. 1111'<= -.084 .. 2<;
11 NO. • 7 Ir~ VA. ~- 12 IIA".- H7 TC LJ"ER dOVUL -wMIN= -.084 .. 25
I j 1'<0. H H. ~A Fo- 70 VCoR- 68 TO ~O"E , ':lOJNO -w'lIN= -.078004
IT 1';0. :9 II' ~A R- 13 IIA,,- le3 TO Lu~ER ':lOVNO -wHIN= -.07doG4
I T NO. 2C II. I/A Fo- :4 IIAP - 10 'I TO ~O"ER. BOUND -wHII'<= -.Op6u4
I T NO. d .i: ,~ VAf\- 72 IIAi<.- 70 Tv LO.E~ BOUNJ -W'1IN= -.0 3560
I i /10O. ,-Z IN ~ A ~- 15 UL,- l' , T0 .0wE;;, :30vIW -r01!N= -.C73:>bo'v
IT 1'<0. 2~ I r. vA 1;- if IIA" - 1 • 1 TO LVW':Y :30Ud -,OIIN= -.073500
IT "'0. <,4 lN ~A ;;- 7'- olAF - 72 TO ~OwE? 30 WJ -WI1!N= -.~b'1205
IT 1.0. <,':' I'l vA .;- 17 IIAf<. - 1:2 Tv LuWER tJOU"C -WHIN= -.%9265
IT NO. ,,6 I:. VA Fo- i8 I/AR- '15 TO LO,;EP. :30U"O -WHIN= -.0692b5
I r NO. 2.7 It~ III. .. - 58 liAR - 71t TO LOWER 30U N C -,;HIN= -.0656;:5
IT f<O • <,6 I ~~ 11M'. - :9 liAR - 58 TO .. owER. 30UNO -WI11N= -'8 35.. 95
11 NO. ~"J IN VA",- ~y 01 ... 1',- '34 Tv LO~t:'{ 30UI.( -w'lIN= -. 3164G
1 ~ ~J. ,:,[ I .• V'" f.- I:> II .. F. - 77 Tu LO-Eli. "OU r.J -~ 1~N= -.J281bl
I j ~<D • 31 i: r~ "A f.- ':; 9 . vt,,- 75 T" :"OwE". ~OUNi) -wI1IN= -.'J2d131
Ii i'JO • 32 .i ~\j vA ;- ""Ii IIt~ - 73 Tu l...;wEo. 30uN ( -wHII'<= -.~23"~9
ITM,. :>~ :'1'< IIA ~- "'1 IIA"- n TO ..C~E{ du L;,:l -w'1I"4= -.CB~HIn:.. 3 .. I"4 "It. r',- 42 ~A':' - 93 TL. ~CWE~ "DuNO -W'III<= -.009621
IT NO. 3~ I tl I/A,- f:7 Vi.~ - 92 TO LOWER :30UNG - .. MIN= -.00'1395
IT NJ. 3t IN IIA ~- 71 VA ~- 60 Te .. OwER eo uN ( -wI1IN=
-.°8 4600~T NO. 37 II'< vA ;- 73 vti'<- 56 Tu L.vWER 30ll'tO -wHIN= -.0 4294
1:;- ftC. II'< vA ~- U vt,J.- c5 TO .. Ow<':I' 30JNJ -"I1IN= -.3033 ':14
IT '.0. :i :N II;" ~- ~ 9 V~F - 60 TC .. OwEP 30UN'J -,,'1IN= -.0031 .. dIT i~G • : ~J vA ~- tot lJt.,:,.. - 67 Tlo ,-0 WEI; 30 IN C -"I1IN= -.003135
Ii I.J. .... : IN VA ,;- o;3 VA" - 73 TJ L.\J ,.iO. 80Ur« - .. '1IN= -.C 030 ':1';1
IT 1<0. .. 2 IN IIA ;- 37 VAR. - '11 TO LO .. EP 30UI'<0 -WI1IN= -.J 03li 72
: T NO. ..3 :1'1 III. ;:;,- 72 vt p- 5~ TO Lowi:.f1. 30UNQ -,;1111'1= -.303039
lTNJ. .... IN v~ ::t- o . olAf<. - 71 TO L.vIo<E~ aOUNO -,oHN= -.08 3020_..
I r!'-<o. ~; IN IIA"I,,- 73 VA;"'- 72 Tv .. OilER 30UNO -w'1IN= -.0 2957
~ i h.J. 4t- : .. ~ A r;- 4f: 'l/~o,- -3C Te LuwE" :33 J~,J -,,~:N= -."02:'lG
i j ;~o • .1 ::;"i IIA ,,- 7C JiJ.~_ - eo T~ :"'u,",E~ 30 ur.O -",,"tIN= -.G017C3
! r NO. .. t : :, v,.. .;- I~ It" - 70 T0 :...uf4EP ,Ju uN J -WI1IN= -.JJ1 .. ."C
IT ~.:J. .. <; It~ VA'i- f.( VA" - ~3 T." ~C _C:~ :30Jr. : -,,111'4= -.oa13~3
IT Ne. ~C IN ~A r:.- ;4 IIAli. - 73 TO .. 0 ~c: R 30U"Q -wI1IN= -.OOUd
IT "JJ. ~:: : :~ VA ;- 4':l "H- 67 TO ~~WE" 30UNO -W'IIN= -.0013C8
17 NO. ~2 IN vA" - 71 olAF· 75 TO .. owE~ aOUN C -1'1"11'1= -.001276
IT 1,0. ~3 114 IIA F- 72 IIAF - 37 Tv ;,.GIIEp<. 3GUNJ -101'111'1= - .001174
IT "'J • ~ .. 1., V:.. ~- 7r vt", - 04 T': .CIo<£= JOJ"'O -"~IN= -.CH093
I r f',jO. . = I ~j V11.".- if v.. " - 74 1,J _ow::: p "JJNU - h t1 I '" = -.OOlG':l3
IT "'0 • ~t I'l v:. ~- t 5 vt ~- b6 T" .. cwER Q,) UN ~ -O'IHIN= -.1OU/6
Ii t.J • ~ 7 It< v'" -'1,- ~" v:'. - 75 Tv l...l.i"C:R. 6JJI'<~ -,,1~N= -.aOl0 75
I" NO. ~c lr. v:.. Fo'- S3 lit-F. - 7) Tv ~O.lE« 3LlJNO -';.~:N= -.OliiCSC
I i ~iJ • ~9 IN VA ~- 73 "AF - 58 Te. _"wER :J l",'t C -,;"!IN= -.0l!:C .. 7
~ TN~. ~l IN VA p;.- 37 IIt.F - 71 TJ LGwEP. -30UND -.IriIN= -.SSie 20
IT NJ. ~1 I'l vA. ,,- aD ,,:.F - 65 TJ L G ~c.0( .30 uN D - .. HIN= -. 10,,3
I ~ NJ. ~2 III 'IA ~- .. 7 ~ ~".- "'3 TC _0"-:" ~JJ'ju -ri":"'= -.031013
: T 1-<) • o:t : ~~ v;,. ~- c':' U"- teo T • ;,.J"C:~ 30JN D -w~IN= -. :lOV!';2
IT ;.J. c<. ~ ~. \j:~ ~- S!;> v/.." - ~'1 Tv t-JnE~ 'lJ UN [ - 0'1 M1'.= -.00,,977
I T I'~~ • c~ I" VII. ~- 71 II~,,- 37 Te. ... 0 ... ::.'<. "0 U" J - .. 11/10= -.GOG';li5
I; /10O • c:.b I" 'A r;- ~t II)., ,- 35 TC ~owEP JOvN 0 -,,'1!'<= -.';O~d71
IT "0. :7 1"1 "r.. :;- 7: 'J ~".- 71 TlJ ~();.jEF :OUI'< C -.IMIN= -.000812
IT 'iJ. t ~ IN vi- F- 6<, II:' >=:- 75 TC _OwER ~aUNO -WHIN= -.00,)7 21
r T tv ..... tS 1/10 vt.~- co 01 .. "- 61 Tu _0 -::"1" 30Ul'< ( -WMII'<= -.COO7CE>
! T ~'\IO • i C I I, Vi.~- t ( vAr', - 66 TJ _0";::" 3JJ!'tu - ~ '1: t~ = -.)Oe7[5
11" t.) • i 1 r I" II A';- 71 ,,~~ - 32 Tv L.Gw cD :0 uN':; -~'1IN= -.G~u6~9
J: '; f\J • i 2 ! ~~ II':'" ~- 1~ 1/:'':: - :)-j TO .... O~tq 3v UN C -~I1I!'t= -.OJ;j6';.1~
IT ~.C. , 3 ... i~ ~A 4- ~2 ,,:.." - 70 j" '-U H'::'~, 60UI~ C -,,~I"'= -.uODo3b
I ~ ~,) • 7 .. r r~ VA c:.- 55 vtK - 71 Tt:, LOWt:P ElOvNO -W"!IN= -.OilCG24
IT 1.0. /5 .I~ vA R- bt vA~ - b5 Tj ~JWEf;. 30U"'0 -';11:1'4= -.OOGaUn
! T ~~J • i' [. ~ ~-~ Jc. ~- ,t ~A" - f6 TO .. 0" <:R :30 UhiJ -Pill :N= -.OgJ4od
IT i,G • /7 IN vA ~- 7C vAc:. - 0& TO LC .E": 30 l,t.O -W'1IN= -.0 0 .. 43
I;- NJ. 70 :" vA ~- 31 v:". - 87 TO L 0"'':: " ~nv ~J - W~ I~' =
C.,)DJ);:C
~:~ T~ r-::'" t.. (, ~""~SE I:
.: T ~~:) • 7 ':1 N v~ ,;- t itk- 7" TO Lv ~E" 3GuN C -Z~IN -2-15.32':532
! T nO. oC r. VA ~- t \In"-- 6C TJ ... o'~:::~ :lJUNO -Z~:N -281.5d23t>u
I r I,e. 01 ,; ~A" - 5 'Ie c - 40 TO LuwE=<. 30JNJ -ll1I N -247.7728,,3
ITNO. ,,2 N v,:. ~- 1 IIP- tE> Te ,-cwEP. :30 ur, C -ZI1IN -2 .. 7.7272<::5
P r.J. c 3
,'.
~A ;;- 7 Vf"t - (.7 T.:, ~O ~'::R 30 UI; C - Z 111 r~ - 2 .. 2.C85 he
IT ttD • :4 ,~ v .. ~- 3 oJ .. ' - 71 r-: L..uWC~ jJ UN':; -Z1IN
-2 .. 1.7041e7
• T I,e • c 5 II IIA c:.- VH - 72 Tv .. OhEf' ;JU" J -l MItl -241..61GjtC
1 ~ hO. .t I. vtc.-
"
VA" - '-03 T" L ').,t:~ :JJ uN ~ - Z'1H~ -22;.0310';6
IT r-:O. t 7 I. VA Fo- 2 "AD - 52 TO LO .EO 30) N C -ZMIN -22 ... 519162
IT Ne. OC I, v'" ,;- "! vA". - 59 TO ... Cwc:~ JOJN D -l ~l N -~17.B"'2(.,D3
I T f.::; • c " N ,,;.;::- 3 '4" - 50 TJ LC~:::-'I, oOUNO -l'11"1 -21E.5c:l95L.5IT NO. .,C 'I ~A ;>,- S
"
73 TU L ~WEC 30UNO -l111N -216."'-%19
:: T ~~O • ,1 r. V.. 1-- ., l o~ ~: ...0";:", 30 UN C -ll11'< -'le.· ~6~1I T NO • ,2 N \I).. ;;- "~-,- '7 LC~C:"- ,OJ"" ::; -l'1IN -2a.1de34~
: T NO. ':J 3 i f'l IlL 0_ ~t V~. - 33 T ~ L.u .. E~ 3JUI'"J ·z,~rr.:
- 21 b." 072771 MI'O~ ow' =>.: S :. Q r~ 3. '- 'lucTo-iw ESTE. ~j uiH J E ~~:T f &::'1 ;31 13. 1.,.42.:3. ,.J~G::: ~
.~ •• ·.4 •• ~ ••• 4 ••~4~.+
. p<.GeL.E 1 ~,U~SEF, 1 •
•• + ••• 4 •••• ~._ •• 4.~••
USING ~Ev:"EJ
I~F~UEhCl FUNCTIC~ -- 30-E2g
-- 1956 T0 1975
Su 11 MA '" Y JF "',E"UL TS
V;" 1-, ":"rr... "G. ~T~ iu~ "CTIV~TY iJP;':J"T~N.l.T( LO";::'< u,...pr,.1-"t<O ~·t ME Nu _E VEL ~OS 30uNJ i3GUNG1 .. 1
-- G· .0G1553" ·].GQCiQIJCO D.oeoo I NF2 A2
--
~
• C01456:> ~ .CQIJ OCCJ C. (000 Ir~ F3 Y!
--
5
,OC13::i46 a.ccnooo o.oCOo INF1. )1.
-- t .Ou1252t 0. ';:000(" J.ecoo ~~Fs .... ~
-- :i .OC:15C~ J.(;'JiOuOO C.(~OJ j,NFS ,~
-- 3 • GOlu'dO J .:)Gor-G::~ o. (OC J INF7 ~7
-- 5 .~OJ9~7. J.OuOC~:;'; J.CCOO .I. t;Ft ), ~
-- 5 .ou08~~3 O.C:OCuGC G. COO a INF
:i xs.
-- § .00[7'03" ,j .COooOOO 0.(000 INFlC )' ~ c
-- • J006 ..15 o.COCCOCO c. (000 INF11 ) 11
--
"
• JoJ5390 o.ca~OJ~iJ O.CCOO INF
: 2 ,: 2
-- .:JG:~37~ J.CGGOO~O 0. COJO INF13 X:::
-- c .(;O~33>;s J.OJODJO~ 0.c000 I NF~" ):1. -- • 20023,,: J.O~O"JCO 2 • :; a Ca INF1 S ;.1:-




• OG~1321 ~.':OOCOGO c.ccao INF17 X:7
--
'3 • JOO1321 a.CCGoaco 0.0000 INF
:8 n6
-- "
.~uJl321 o.CO;OOOOO o • (00 0 INF19 X19
-- .3 .GU,,1321 O.('JOOOo,o o. (00 a It,F2 C u:
-- LJ • 'J~IJJJ02 -2.~CCOOoo 'J. JOOO ~ NF21 LJ2 -. ~3 • "OCOuO: -2.00000(0 o .cOOO INF22 U,
-- ~c .JC~GJ~C -(.CCO:UC~ c • COO (j :NF23 U4
--
_2
.JeGJGue -2.COOOO(0 O. 050 C INF2L.. U: -- L.'3 .oooooao -2.00000co G. 0 a a IN F25 UE.
--
3 • ~n1Jjo o.COOOOOO O. 0co a 1M20 Ui
--
B 2 .~9i)9735 J.caooo~o 0,(00 0 INF27 U~
-- E 1 .33 20 343 O.COOOilOO o.cooa I NF V12) US
-- " 1 • -603422 C• .;OOOOOO o. a 00 a INF '.0
"9 u: o -- I.,.~ • J~OO"CO -2.ccoanc 0.0000 INF3 '; L:' • -. L'3 .aocouOD -2.acnoco a. (COO I NF3: U12
-- " .7'h53'j'o c.o~u:JGOO J.OOOO INF32 U13
-- a • 13~925(J 0.0000000 o. coo a INF33 U14
-- Ltl .0000000 -.1833732 0.0000 INF31. U1 c
--
Le • ~C"O':;uu -2.000::;000 a • (00 a INF35 U16
-- ~" .0000000 -2.00 a oone o. CC:J J lNF3" U:7
--
L3 .o,CJUOCJ
-2.000000u O.OOGO INF37 Ule
--
_3 • % GOOOC -.9:l~:121 ".coao INF3/) U10j
--
~
.102091'1 J.OJOOOOO 0.c0~0 INF39 v1
--
§ ~~. -1[) c2 OOC O.OI)OOOCO :J. COO 0 INF<'l V2
-- B 2~.a260040 J.OOoOOOO O.COOO INF
<'1 V3
-- S 37. t5u 60'+4 0.0000000 O. 000 a INF~2 >/4
--
a 41.4b7540 LOOOOOOO 0.0000 INF
<'3 vr;
--
a 3dn~"3" O.oooooco 0.0000 INF
,+1. Vc
-- La 0.00';0000 -2.001)0000 O. (CO iJ INF
:':3 v7
--
La c.,JOGJDOJ -2.000(;OCO 0.0000 INF40 VO
--
La 1.'HO:JOiJO -2.0000000 o.COOO INFMPO. VE~S~O,~ 3.2 "OF THHE5T'::"t. UI~.i JER,5ITY oJIJ3/13. 1'J .... 2 .13. PA GE 5
•••••• ·.+~ •••••• 4 ••••
• F"09LEM I,U,'1:3E~ , .~ ••••• 4.+.4 ••••••••••
U"ING cFI/I~EO
IN FL UE.t~Ct. FU,~CT I Ct; -- 3 Clf\E 2· -- 19:>0 TO 1'175
SUMMARY OF RE~ULTS
VAF VA" "OH STATUS ACTIvITY OPP:HTUNITY LOWER UPPE"NO ~1d-1 E li0 Lt: VEL :OST 30UND 90UNG
<'7 V9
-- La o.OoOOGOO -2.0000000 0.0000 INF
<'8 ViC
--
p 2.7927509 a .00000CO o. C08 a li,F49 Vll
--
a 1. cl07,+Z33 0.0000000 0.00 a INF50 V12
-- L8 0.0000000 -2.0000000 O. a 00 a INF51 >/13
--
u 0.0000000 -2.0000000 o. coo 0 INF52 Vi ..
--
L.a c. O~OOOOO -1 .Hb02~8 8:UU INF53 V:5 -- 9 1.2 5cl4ge 0.00000 II INF
:>'- ViS -- 3 2. OD466~5 O.oooooea D.COOO INF5~ ~:7
-- 3 1. bO'oOdJ g o.QOOOOOO a.oooo INF
U~ING ~Ev:~Eu
I~FLUENC~ FUNCllC~ -- 30"~20 -- 1'176 TO 1975
56 V18 -- ~d
57 V19 -- ~8
58 --SLA(,K 20 L'3
59 --SL~~K 21 Ld
;0 --SL~CK 22 L8
61 --SL~~K 23 Ld
52 --SL~CK 2~ L8
53 --SL4CK 25 Ld
b~ --SL~CK 26 LB
55 --SL~CK 27 LB
66 --SL~CK 26 ~B
67 --SL4CK 29 Ld
68 --SL~CK 30 L3
09 --SL~GK 31 Ld
70 --SLACK 32 L8
71 --SLACK 33 LB
72 --SL~CK 3~ B
73 --SLACK 35 L8
74 --SL~CK 35 LB
75 --SL~CK 37 Ld
76 --AKTIF C- 1 ~8
77 --A~i~f J- 2 LB
78 --ARrlF D- 3 L8
79 --ARTIF J- 4 ~B
80 --ARllF D- 5 LB
81 --ARTlF J- 6 L9
82 --ARTIF J- 7 LB
03 --~RTlf 0- j L8
84 --ARllF 0- 9 ~~
85 --~RiIF D- lG ~b
86 --ARTIF D- 11 L8
87 --ARTIF 0- 12 ~B
66 --ARIIF 0- 13 LB
8'1 --AP.llF 0- 14 L8
g( --ART1F J- 15 Lo
'11 --APTIF 0- 16 LG
~2 --ARTIF 0- ~7 L8
MF-u~ VE;'S:CJ~ '~'L
•••••••••••••••••••••
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~I":MuM VALUE OF THE O'3J~CTI"E FU~~TION = 216. 0t7277
CAL~U~':'Tl0" T:Mc. -f-S 4.:32) ~~~,HJS FJ~ '-33 :TEi<.HIGI'i3.
OAT~ .. H"AGE ~E'1U",V = G,~4::5,+(JCT,,~1 TOTA~ ME~O'U = :450 OJ (OCTAL)
2T07~~ "Inc Fv~ THrc PPCJl "A~ ~.oo7 "EC,j"JS
61
Linearized Free Surface Programs
PRO~RAH LFSIINPUT=6S/1SJ t OUTPUT=bS/1Sa.LFSDUM,TAPE5=INPUT,
• rAPE6=OUrfUT.TAPE7,rAP~8=LF~DUHI
CJPYRIGhT ELLIOT lAIS AND ASSOCIATES, 1960.
FIELD DRAWOOW~ AND PRESSURE wITH A LINEARIlEJ F~EE SU~FACE CO~DITION
P~OGRAH dY OREGON SYSTEHS ANALYSTS
6&&0 RE?ERVOIR ROAD
ijaM~L~h/~~~~~tiJ 330
A SIN~LE DATA SET CONSISTS OF CONTROL CARDS ANO DATA AS DESCRIBED
BELOW. ORDER OF INPUT IS UNIHPuRTANT EXCEPT THAT THE <BEGIN~
CARD MUST COME n~SJ...LJ.Ht; <ENO~ ~ARD Ml,IST COME LAST.
1) A CARD WITH THE WORD <BEGIN~ IN eOlS 1-5.
FOLLOWED BY A TITLE CARD OF UP TO sa :HA~ACTERS
<DATA 27 LFSOAT lllil,13X,F1S.5) 3 >
WhICH MEANS READ 27 Ja~i~VATIJNS OFF TH:: PE~1A~ENT FILE NAMEO
NAMEu <lFS0AT> USING THE SPECiFiED FO~MAT ANu S~IPprhG THE
FIRST 3 LINES OF ThE F4lE.1
A CARD WITH THE WORD <PA~AMETER> IN COlS 1-10 WITrl THE
fOLLOWING PARAMETERS ENTERED HI FREE FO~MAT (BLANK SEPARATtD)
AND IN ORDER.
ONE OR HORE LINES ICARDSI MAY aE US~D.
THE TIME INCREHENT IN $ECO~OS (OTEEI
THE WELL DEPTH IN METERS (0)
THE POROSITY (PHi) WHICH IS DIMENSIONLESS
THE DENSITY (RHO) IN KILOGRAMS/CUBIC ~ETER
THE PERMIA8IlITY (K) IN SQUARE METE~S
THE DYNAMIC VISCOSITY (MUI IN KILOG~4MSIHETER-SECONDS
f~~ ~U~BE~Ho~K~i31I(~b ~~ a~t5~¥N TY~ CAL~U~AT~ONS (~AXIMUH OF EIGhT)
THE WALUES OF THE RAJII (IN 1ETERSI
NOTE ••••
THE P.Z. THICKNESS, ITEM G, I~ USED IN TH:: SECOND TERM OF ThE =:XPAt;SIOI
OF THE GREENS FUNCTIONS. IF <H>=O, Trtf SECONe TERM IS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE GREENS FUNCTION CAL:U~ATION.
A <;:lATA> CARD WHICH SPECIFIES LOCATION OF THE TIHE AND FLOW DATA
THERE ARE TWO FORMS OF THE DATA CA~J JEPENOING ON HOW THE INPUT
IS TO dE READ.
F~£E FORMAT -- fIRST READ IN A <DAT~ ~> G~RO
WITH <N> EQUA~ TO THE NUMdER OF DATA ?OINTS, E.G. <DATA 27~.
ON FOLLOwING LINE OR LINES ENTER <N> JATA POiNTS FeR TIME.
FOLLOWED BY <N~ DATA PuINTS FOR FLOw.
STORED ON FILE -- ~EAD IN A <DATA N Fl~:: 'ORH ISI~ CAkD WH£~E
<fILE~ IS THE FILE NAME, <FORH~ IS TNE INPUT FJRMAT.
<S> IS ANO AN DPTIDNA~ INTEGER FKOM 1 TO g wHICH TE~LS THE
PROG~AM TO SKIP THAT MANY CA~DS aEFO~E {E~0ING THE DATA.
THE FILE MUST ~E AN INDIRECT ACCESS PERMANENT FILE.
ANY tOCA L fILE WITH THE ~AME NAHE wILL ~EI~R£T~IEVAaLr LOST.
DATA IN THIS CASE IS JkGANllED I~ COLUMNS A~ T4ME-F~OW














THIS PRDGRAM CALCULATES PRESSURE AT A fIELD POINT USING A GESCRETIlEO
ESTIMATE OF THE GREENS FUNCTION. THE FIELD POINT LIES ON THE
~~~T~8R~a~H~t3RIUM FREE SURFACE AT SOME RADI~l.D~STANCE FRO,.
THE PROGRAM READS ·IN ONE DATA SET AT A TIME AN) WILL CALCULATE THE
FIELD PRESSURE FOR UP TO SIX RADIAL DISTANCES FROM THE aORE.
DATA SETS MAY BE SEPARATED BY AN E-O-R 3UT NOT 3Y 4N E-O-F.
A SINGLE DATA SET CONSISTS Of CONTROL CARDS, P4RAMETERS, ANC
TIME SERIES DATA FOR FLOW OF THE
REAL Q&~IRTUAL WELL BEING ~~~tYlEC. THI~ TIME-F~OWDAfl MAY BF READ EITRER-rw- ';FURHAT FROM Tftt SAltE J: NPUT STREAM
AS THE CONTROL CARDS! OR IT ~AY BE READ FROM 4 DESIGNATED































































AN OPTIONA~ ildltERT CO. Of: > GAIi.O WHICH TE.LLS TH~ fROGR,tlt112 ~8N_~ liE.fUW. QATA FROM THE IJ"IITS GIHN TO KG/SiC.V L R U NTS"FO"R. <CODE"> ARE.
CC .) AN OPTIONAL CARD WHICrl HA~ THE ~ORD <G~EEN> IN COLUMNS 1-5.
C THIS HILL PRINT THE .ALUES OF THE G~EENS "UNCTION FORC VALUES OF REAL TIME AND AL~ ~AD~I.
--*--- ,,'--ANlWTTIrNAl<[TNr-S"f·rJOC1dm "wHEREN I:i r tE IiA( IMU/'I NUt1I3ER OF OLiTPUTC LINES ON A PAGE. THE OEFAULT IS 66 LINES. IF <N> IS NOT SPEGIFIEC,
C THE DEFAULT FOR <LINES> IS N=51. N MJST HA~£ THE RANGE 10-99.
~ THIS CARD NEED ONLY aE ENTERED ONCE PER ~UN.6) AN OPTIONAL <,.ULT> CAkD WHICH INDICATES THE PROGRAM IS TOSTART SUMMING PRESSURE JkCPS FOR A CENTRAL PulNT WHICh
1 ---telA~Eecp-i¥ffitfmt~t~&.fI'MsS~5ij~aHN~~~[~SC~~~INUEUNfIl A <MULTEND> CARJ IS FOUND IN A DATA SET ORUNTIL THE ENO-OF-FILE IS ~EACHEu. ADDITIONAL <~ULT> CAROSC ENCCUNTERED BETWEEN THE FiRST ONE AN) THE <MULTEN(> ORC E-O-f ARE EXTRANEOUS AND ARE IGNORED.
~.. 7)g"" .CQDEl CONIiERSION FROMl
g A TON/HCUR
-t------ ---------"----~ZCGBF -.------- --- -.- -- "tii~~~~~~R
LaSIDAY
UU L6S/HONTH'
EXTERNA LL Y SUPPLI EO '4 UL.TI PI. ICAT HEC FACTOR GI~EN AS REAL N~t1BER
C FOLLOWING CODE LETTE~ <l>.
+ ..-ll __AN ~~~i~N~L <fIELD FJ> CAB.o..WHICH ~.fJECIFIES A~ INITIAL- n_--~E Ifif-~R-SQulrr-"'INC"HIPS!). IF THIS CARDIs SUPPL.IED THEN A TABLE Gl~ING FIELD PRESSURE OVER TIMEC . S PRaOUCEO FROM THE ~LCULArED ORAwDOW~S. IF <P> ISC .LE. ZERO AN ERROR MESSAGE IS GIW~~ AND THEX OPTION IS SKIPPED.
~ g) AN END CARD WHICH HAS THE WORD <END> IN :OLU~NS 1-3.1 -------------------------~==~~-=-~=-=~~-~~~:---------------------------
C INPUT AND OUTPUT LOGICAL UNITS'
8 UNn 5f DATA SET AND CONTKOL CARD INPUT
~ ~~fT 6' OUTPUT---r".-----"--maf-H--mm~y~~~Et~/-~s~I~~E5PtgI~i~~Er~EAa~~> CAF.D
8 ••••••••_~_._--.---.--- ••-.----------------------------------------C REAL K! HUt CENTER(100)! FIELDCa l lDO), FPHEAD(7), CON~Cl0)REAL FPUflO)! QC1-o01, U1(E-EHSC6,1UQ), Rca), RSQ(6), PARAMSUEJ
~~r~~ii a~~~~A~~1¥~bR~T~f~C~b~c~~~N~lf~EC10DI' FPDHEDCTI, GHEAD(TI-.----~ S"HTI1••. -C~[fr7ln, ffBUF"(13J
COM"ON IFPARI OTlE,_q, PHI, RHO, K, HU, H, ~, ~
5i¥iVtE~~~'lg~iiAb~2~ll
DATA CAROS/10HBEPOGLHCF /, IAGTI~/81
OAIA NAHESI1EXTERNAL1 t t tttTONSlhOURSt,t t,tl0E& FOLNDt,tS/YEARt,
• t ONNES/HOLt,tR t,tPuUND~/YEAt,~" t,
• t OUNOS/HOUt.l.tRhtPOU~OSIDAY!l.t t t.!1000 POJNOt!.tS/110NTHtI
----nlrlTffilWnr~11",_;Z~ c:D66tI;-;Ul1t37r~Z9 .a77T77, L.ltH '92 dE-IJ,
• 1 26 3J~1E-\ 5.Z51394~E-6 1.7274iz4E-041DAfA RAWIT'/~.aG10l8/, TW~PI/6.26J183/t Dl5;/l~·10rl----------1OA A LINES/66/, 8LANK/10H I, DoT/lrl.l, :Fl/l.15t01221
DATA FPHEAD
·tt FIELD PRESSURE AT SPECIfIED DISTANCE F~OM 8J~EHO~E
DATA FPDHEO
" __n_'__---!~'T{i~-h--&gRAW_kQ)!-'L~J SP~CIFIE 0 or ~T ANCE FRO '1 30R~ HO~ E.
·It ~ALUES OF GREENS FUNCTION AT SPECIFIeD JliTAN:E F~OM dORtHOLEtl
DATA CHEAD
'It FIELD DRAWDOWN AT CENTRAL POINT IN IiETERS OF HE~u
DATA FLOltFLOWtl, NOLD/O/, ..dAD/OI
OAf A fPHlt TPRIHEtl, IMULT/O/, CENl£iVl0u·O.U/, ~Ml.LTlOIGFUNCC/l,B,ASQ) = (AI ( (3+ASQ) .·1.5 II
63
REWIND 8
CPU = SECONDCDUI1) - .025
C --------------------------------------------------.---. ••••• eC READ ~ CUNTROl CARD, DETERMINE WHICH TYPE IT IS AN) GO TO PROPER SECTION
C -------------------------------------------------------------------1 {£"All f5, iO HITES"T ----- -- - ------ .-- ---- --- - - -- -- - -
IFCEOF(5).EQ.1) GO TO 990
CO ~~l~TFi~~¥l&t~e~f~E~~¥;INA:ltffl~?llg~I;~~~~r,IFINo,ICF
CO HRITEC6,101)ITESf _
IFCIRET.NE.1J GO TO 1




801 IFCIACTIV.EQ.1) GO TO 997
UXbt~l-hf) HOff
lD1 FORHA f lUI)
IFCEOFC5J.EQ.1) GO TO 995
WRITECE)1138)138 FORMATe H1JCALL TIItE (TIM)
CALL. DATECOAf)








c -----------------.---.------.--.----~---.-----.- ••••-.---_._-----.-8--~:~~-~~~~~:!:~~-!~-~~::-~~~~~~-----------------------------------803IEllHl=f6 ---- ------ - -----------
KKzD
3 KK""K+l
IFCKK.~T.IENO) GO TO 1






IFCEOFlS).EQ.1J GO TO 983
GO TO It
5 IF(KK.NE.~l) GO TO 3
ADJUST ~OOP TERMINUS IF LESS THAN 8 RADIUS SPE:IFICATIONS
M = PA&AMS (8)
IX = /ifIFCH.GT.8) 11=8
lEND = 8+H
GO TO 3
C -----_.------------------------------------------.----.------------C READ TIME AND FLOW DATA
C IF <FilE> OPTION, READ FROM fILE, ELSE READ FR3H <INPUT>
C -------------------------------------------------------------------801t N zl(PAIU2,ITESr, r,M ,rRETJ
NNzN
IFCN.lE.~.OR.N.~T.1DOJNN:O
IFCIRET.lE.~) GO TO 996
CALL FNOWRDl3,ITEST,1180,NAME,L~N,~RET)
IFlIRET.EQ.O) GD TO 1u
y~fAF6~M~¥Cf!E~NP~G~R~~~I~A~~RF+t~~-FLOW COLJM~S
GET FORMAT FROM THE <DATA> CARD
CLOSE U~IT 7, ASSlGN FILE TO UNiT 7 AND READ DATA.
------------------------------------------------------.------------CALL FNDWRO(4,ITEST,1,80,IFORM,LEN,IRErl
LENF : lLEN-U/l0 + 1





IF(NSKIP.LE.O) ~o TO 16










--- -fffioHtf~~r(~I%-(1~~ QJI), I=l,N)
GO TO 18--;ArA-is-LociTEo-oN-THE-INPuy-uNlr:-------········-·-------.-.--.-
c READ~ IN FREE FORHAT, ALL OAT A FOR TIME, FO~~O~ED Br ALL DATA
C FOR FLOW.
C ---------------------------------------------------------------------'--.iLffWAhS+.~::~L. (Jl(_U.t~:O1 J Nt






___.. 8~~-!SWl~~t:l1~ill~i~~1'8 ~'. I ~£T )
~ --;HULr;-ANO-;MULTENO;-CARO----------------------------------------
c -------------------------------------------------------------------
817 !"ULT=lF~HPAR(7HHULTENO,l,ITEST,1,7) .EQ. 0) Il'4lJLT=2




IFCIBEG.EQ.O.uR.LEN.G .1. GO To 996
CALL FINDCCICON~,10,JCONV,l,1,IFINO,NAMEF,IR~T)
IFCIRET.GT.1J GO TO 998
----~~~fHUt:fb··37---
FACTOR = XPARI3tITESTtl,80,IRiT)
IFCIREI.LE.a) G~ TO 9~a
~~ &~It6= Qii~ • FACTOR
GO TO 1
C
.. --e-·:--~nITo-;:"c·iio--~·~~~~-~-:,,:::-- '::".:"":'--::- ~~-~:':---- -:"----:-- ---------------------
C -------------------------------------------------------------------aOi PZERO = XPA~(ZllTESTtltaO~IRETJ
IFCIRET.LE.OJ bO TO ~8U
IFCPl~Ra.LE.O) GO TO 980
GO TO 1
C
--f-~:'Kii-D-iTOiY--;~;-"iiiii: ---STiRT-i-NAl YS is:----------------------- ----
c -------------------------------------------------------------------alz IFCIACTIV.EQ.OJ GO TO 997
IFCIACTIV.lT.Q) GO TO 1IAcnv = 0g --cALcullTE-SQUARf-O;-RAolus---------------------------------------
--C -----------------------------.-----.-------------------------------- -rnR}if;rQ-~In GO -TO 3911
00 22 IRAO=l! HZZ RSQCIR OJ = KCIRADJ • R(IRAOJg --cALc~:;TE-siNKI~G-;ELOCITy:~;:-----------------------------------
c -------------------------------------------------------------------IF(~U.£Q.O.OR.PHI.EQ.OJ GO TO 994
__ ~W = (~. GRAVITY 4 RHO) I (MU • PHI)
·C ------------.------------------------------------------------------g --~~:~~:~~~-~~~~~:_~~~~!~~~-~~~-~~:~~~-~~-~~~~-~~~~-~-~~~-~~~-~~~::.
IFCKHO.EQ.O) GO TO 99~
Gl = -1. / CT~O~I • PHI • RHO)C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 ••••••••••••





PRINT INITIAL TIME AND HEADER
--------------------------------------------------------.----------~9G
W~ITE GREENS FUNCTION RESULTS
---------------------------~-------------------------- -------------IFCIGREEN.EQ.O) GO TO ~1
WRITECo,11o)









38D 00 38 IRAD = 1,M
lORN = CFUNC(G21R~Q(IRAD),GZSQJ
IFCH.&T.O.OJ ~~N = GRN • GFUNC(G3,R~Q(IRAu),G35QI






HRITE(o,10Z1 DASH(lI, DASH!!), HDR
HRITU6,lZZ) DAT,TIH
18Z FORHAT
.C1K,Al0,t FIELD POINT PRESSURES WITH LINEA~IZEJ FRE~ SU~FACEt,
·IF~l~~~~~t~f~ ~~~i~1~;~oZ~1~lHE, (IFORH(II,I=l,LENF)
10 ...FO~9NJV~HHf~~;-~~~A~HAR~D FROM FJL.~ttt,
IF(NSKIP.GT.Q) ~RINT ·,tFIRST t,NSKIP,t CA~~S WERE SKIPPEDt
IFUSIG .EQ.O) WIUTE (6,lQS)
105 FORMAT(/lt TIHE AND FLOW DATA READ FROM INPUT 5TREA1t)
NAN = LOAOCH(ICON~lNAMEF)
IFlFACTOR.Nf.OJ WI( TE(6,130) reAM, CNAItESU,NAMEFI,I=l,Z)
• ,FACTOR1311 FQRHAJ'C/Lt Et..OW DATA WERE CIJNIIERTED FROH T'fPE t1H, ZH C,2Al0,lHJ,
• t TO KG/SEC at THE MULTIP1T~ATIJE FICT~R f,l~~ZO.S)
IFlPZERO.Gr.O.OJ WRIT£Co,13U PZERD
131 FORNAT
• lIlt FIELD P~ESSURE TAdLE IS dASED UN AN INITIAL PRE~SURE ATt,
• t aOREHOLE AT TIME ZERO OFt,F12.2, t PSItlWRITE (I) ,1031 N, DTE£ lO,PHI 1 RIiO, K,I1l;,H ,W,IX, CR(ll ,I =1 ,to103 FORNATCllt INPUT PAHAI1ETEkSltl 1P,
: ~H :a~r'i~T~G 12~Thb?I~n. ~~J~~ :tmbN~H
• ITS,tFLUIO LEItEl CD) It, T30, Eid. 3,T5 C,t"'ErE~)t
• IT5,tPOROSITY CPHIJ It, T3u, EJ.8.3
: ~f;::~~~~~I~I[~~~'~~)I~~Of3~~8Ei8~~~f§~~~~~: ~~f~~~:
• IT5,tOYNAtllC VISCOSITY C/1UJlt,TJil 1 E16 .J t T5fl,tI<G/ltETER-SECONOt
• ITS,tP.Z. THICKNESS (Hllt,TJD £1~.3 T5u~t~ErE~St
: :f':~~;~~~~GR1B~~~I!~El~fl~!tlB~§;~:l~f~!:i~rr~~~trCuNCt
IFCIX.GT.8J P~INT •






TPRIHE = I - .5
66
8
It It CONTINUEg •••••••••••••••••••••++++ •• +++••• +•••+++++++.++++ •• ++.+++++++.+++++
C -------------------------------------------------------------------g --~!~!_~~~~~!!_~~~_!~!~_!!~:_~~~!~~------------------------------­
------------fffrnft:-ef~~I~2RlUi I~~~t~df~nMOi' f~~~)l, .. ,
187 FORHATCI10,9F1J.31
GALCU~ATE ACTUAL FIELD PRESSURE dASED ON ORAWOJWiS
IFCPZERO.LE.O.G, GO TO 4S
00 tt1 IUD:l,H
1t7 FIE~O(IRAO,I' = PZERO - FP(IKAOI • eFl
---~-mffm-n~r~r·r;~~-·· -.. ..
c •••••••••••••••••••• l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••• •••••••••••••
8 ------------------------------~------------------------------------~ --~~!~!_~~~~~!~-~~-~~!~~~-~!~~~-~~~::~~:_---------------------------------KHtf~~.i~gtlh-'UGQ TQ .....f?




WR TE(6t130'--1~~~mH~-,fIzl'gi-~~.E:CU'!20ttIPOUNDSPEt{ .iQUH~ INCH)t)
WRITE(6,113' (R(IRAO"IRAO::l,H)WRITElo,11Z, DASH
BROIOrOE(16 "',11 N7 1" li NT I HE I I) • Q I I) • (F ... ELO II I<A Od ) .r VI 0:: 1, M)
6D COfltfINUE
WRITE(6,11Z1 DASH
·It····· PRE"ATU~E ENO-GF-FILE ENCOUNTE~EO ON CATA FILEt
1uDe
•• ~ ••••• ttENOt~ CARD NOT FOUND. RUN A30~TED~
991
·tt····. ~A~UE FOR RHO, HU, UR PHI IS ~QUAL TO ZERO.t1van -
., ;l."'-•• PI<.EMATURE ENO-OF-FILE EN:;O(J~TERED ON INPUT UNITt
999
.1 t····· ERROR IN t~OATAtt CARD. t1uDO
., t ... ••• ERROR. ~t8EGINtt ANI) ttENiltt I:HOS OJT OF ORLJERt
999
·ot••••• ERROR IN ttCON~EKrtt C~RJ. t
1,Si•••• INITIAL PRESSU~E SPECIFI~ATIJN IS AB5ENT, ZERO ORt
·,t AN INTEGER. FrEL~ PRESSURES CAN~OT dE CALCULATEO.~
= (1.0
1
.,~••••• ~RROR IN ~tCON~ERTtt CARu. NO u~:rHAL PCINT INt
~~~c FACTOR SPECIFICATI0N. t
67
WRITEC6,122, OAT, TIM
g -------------------------------------------------------------------~ PRINT RESULTS OF CENTRAL POIN T D~AIoDOWN IF II1UL T > 1.
-~- -fm1tf- ~--t--t~ ~~~~-~~rM------- --- --- ----
C IHULT = 2 IMPLIES FINISH SUMMATION. FRI~T RESJLTS J AND RESET C0UNTERSC IHULT = 3 IMPLIES E-O-F ENCOUhTEREu. P~I~T ~ESU~lS AN! END.
C -------------------------------------------------------------------~6 IF(IHULT.EQ.O, GO TO 50
NHULT • NHULT • 1
WRITEl61119J HOR, R(1)
_.119._ EDIUtUI x......a.ill •.u......1D.I.SIAtiCf __lQ...CEJ~I..BAl..-f'QL'tL-:::b.EU.!-'-LIF(NOLD.NE~N.ANO.NMULT.GT.1' loAD=
NOLO=N
IF(IHULT.EQ.1' GO TO 5951 REWIND a
WRITElo,11o)




".UDU t 1ZIl' H8UFWRITEl~,121) H8UF
12. FORNAJ(13Al0)121 FORHA lltX,13A10)




WRITElo f123) lNTIHE(IJ,CENTERlI),I=1,N)123 FORNATl 10 t 1DX1F1J.J)WRITE(o,11z' 0 SH
-IZ-2*§iH#~*hi!litP-gATE-lNirrrHEl1,n~lTII
IF(IHULT.EQ.3) GO TO 991
00 1t9 KK=1,N




t--~.;;;.-;. ;;.---- -:. ;.:;;;:;:-.;;;. - :;:-.;.;;-.;;:. ~~~;.~ :;:----;...:~ ;;-.;;.;;, ;;;-.;.-.;;,-~;;. ;.--~--;;;-.;:;. -- -~ --.;;;;-;.---.;.-;;;--;;...; -- -- - ---
8 --~~!~~~-!£-~~~!~~~~~-~~~-~~~~!~~~~~!~:~-~~!~-~~~-!~-~!~~~~~:~-----
50 GO TO 1
C
C -------------------------------------------------------------------C NORHAL. EXIT
C -------------------------------------------------------------------991 IHIHU[T.EQ.8JGO rO- 99C - ----- - - -
I"ULf=JGO TO 51991 CPU = -CPU~SECOND(OUHJ
HRITEl6,109) CPU
109 FORHATllllll~ l.F.S. PROGRAM UT1~IZEOt,F6.3,t SECDN~S CPU TIH£~'















9.l PRINT NO ttBEGINtt CARD, OR OUT OF PL~~E.t
GO TOge3 PRINT ERROR IN PARAMETER LIST.t
10 r
911t~it"'"lP-l--Tl-Ji-Jr~-=--""''''-·OR_.L~ . .kQ1il.R.OJ... .cAR..c.:i~. ~
9S5PRIN .11••••• NUMBER OF O_TA POINTS EXCEE~S MA~IMU~ OF lOOt
GO r-o l-.U
999 PRINT ·tt····· ~U~ ABORTEDt
__"" U;!;in··_· AN'l~~S~_S_O_N~~~.~_ DA~~._.~~~._~.3~.~lEO.t
---------- FIELD POINT PRESSURES wITH LIN~ARIlED F~EE SURFACE CONDITION
L.F.S. FO" WAII\AKEI GI<.OUP _± .L1953 TO 1976
~~-{lM£-·-.tHt-+I~""'·~th- H.~..~.
TIME AND FLOW OATA READ FPOM FILE tWLF~Gl t WITH FaR~ATI(Il0,15X,F15.21
FLOW QATA WERE CONI/ERTED I'RCM TYPE 8 (10E6 POUNCS/YEA~ I TO KG/SEC BY THE MULTIPLICAT[~E FACTOR 1."3779290E-02
L.F.S. FDk WAII\AKEI GROUP 1 , 1953 TO 1976
_ _ •• eft cA' _ _ ----.--..-.-.---. .___._.-... ---. .•• •••••__. . .-.. --.. _ __~ ._._ ,. __ •
TII'IE FLOW FIELC DRAWO()IlN AT SPECIFIED DISTANCE FROM BOREHOLE(KG/SEC I (METE~S OF HEADI
-----------------------------_ ..._--_._---_._---------------------.-------------------------_._------_.-------------._-.--------_ ..
METERS I 990.00 0.00 941.00 1692.00 1540.00 1588.00 1312.00
---------------------------------------------------------------.--_._--------------------------------------------------------------1953 36.179 .253 S.lt88.277 .097 .115 .109 .153
illt--- ~~:~~t -4~i----- -ll:1U. .-. -.hill .. ---.:LU :ill .:Ui :lli.
1956 28~.159 3.360 83.902 3.&78 1.280 1.525 1."1 2.0315
19'37 201.32C 5.092 8lt.089 5.567 1.9315 2.310 2.132 3.098
19515 269.126 7.233 105.,+30 7.158'+ 2.799 3.331 3.149 4.442
1959 '+61.877 10.&55 10,+.705 11.585 ,+.197 ltd64 4.715 6.61lt
1960 lt1/.lt't9 13.68,+ 176.6'+9 15.066 5.555 6.563 6.231 8.701
1961 37".6&0 16.680 175.005 16.045 6.822 8.061 7.639 11.595
1962 328.536 18.1570 165.807 20.337 7.~"5 9.352 6.613 12.199
19~~ H~.98'+ 2L~28 118.2'18 __n~~_ 9.. 1-Z9- ------·1-0.i98-·-- --~- .--.u.~-.-
196'+ 356.932 22.8lt5 176.494 2,+.'+57 10.216 11.917 11.3'+1 15.285
1965 311.598 24.132 166.341 25.755 11.119 12.909 12.304 16 ...1'+
1966 311.268 2'5.171 163.6b5 26.795 11.9'+0 13.795 13.176 11.393
1967 280.095 25.833 154.889 27.419 12.603 14.'+91 13.856 18.117
1968 248.952 26.116 1'+3.9414 27.645 13.105 14.995 14.361 18.591
1969 2/t6.311 26.243 139.157 27.714 13.521 150399 1 ... 710 18.93
1970 238.901+ 26.2'+6 134.97,+ 27.660 13.852 15.706 15.087 19.17
~- 2i8.1'.g 2e. i'll; 138. OQ7------------u.-.+2+-------4,4-.-J...1...Q. ~..--.n- ·1~.'+DZ .--- .. ---.~-------
1972 235.243 26.306 132.792 27.650 1/t.,+10 1&.217 15.615 19.562
1973 209.163 26.081 124.225 27.316 1,+.535 16.30'+ 15.116 19.559
197'+ 211.675 2'5.1547 121.5lt8 27.096 1".636 16.362 15.188 19.531
1915 2De.,+&5 25.597 119.179 26Je06 14.700 16.386 15.826 19.,+72
1976 252.69'+ 25.• &71 129.325 2&.1577 1 ... 861 16.532 15.977 19.589
----------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ ..-._-REFERENCE DATE AND TIME I 60/05/11. 17.16.36.
INPUT PARAMETERS I
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS (NIl
DELTA-TAUI
FLUID .. EVEL (01 I
POROSITY (PHIl I
DENSITy (RHOII
P E~MEA il Il-H¥---(j(H----
DYNAMIC I/ISCOSITY (MUll
P.l. THICKNESS (HII














































-_._.- _._- -~ .. - .._._-_._.-. _.- --- -_.- ----------_. _... - _.. ---- ._- ~_._---- .. _._-
•••••••••• FIELD POIMI PRESsuRES .. ITt!- LIMEI'I lEo F.llLSlJRF.A.CE__.CDtllln~01t_··~·,.·_·,.-· -
kl~llfN~2R9=tIRt~fiI,i~2~Pef/ls}:~~ TO 11~t,.~e.
~--T1l£---.-m-Ftmr1tln"R£l1tl'"ROlf"-Ftt"£"nt. rsGtll"lft"Tlf FOlt-,. UTfr--1l1. 1'X.Ft, .. t)
FI"O-w-OATA-WERE- COti""v-tRT EO~FjH5i'--TYPEB II Of: 6POUNOsi i'H ~ I To KG/SEC BY fHE: HUlTIplICnlllE FIefOR 1 ••3719291£'12
INPUT PARAMETERS'
---tW1t8£R-or o-a-ra 1"O!KTS ooT
OEL fA-TAU'
___ f __ to.H
P It I Y ( HI II
~ ..H~~.I~~~) ~ .....
biNAMlc·viSCOI'ITY (HU)'












K_I ME TER' SECOND
"EfE~S
Htt E1VSECOND
0.00 91+1.00 1017.00 73".00 719.01 3911.01
---------- ---------------
L.F.S. FOR WAIRAKEI GROUP 2 , 1953 TO 1976
----~------~-------------------~.~-~-------- ..----------_.- .. - _. ---------.-.......-..,-.-........-------.---_......-.....-.--.-- ..._----
TIHE FLOW FIELO ORAWOOWN AT S~ECIFIEO OISTANCE FROH 80REHOlE(KG/SEC) (METERS OF HEAD)
-•..,'._..'.'.-.'.- -.._- _. - -----_ _. ------- --'.."'.- - ' _.. -.._ ------- --_..--.---- -..- -_.---_.-.-. -- - _ -
METE~S' 211.00 0.00 9.. 1.00 1017.00 73".0-0 709.00 398.0.
-- - ... _-~'~-~~~.~~ •. ~~~._---~.~'-.-.~--...-~ ....... "!.-.•._~----.---.---.---_ .. -- -- ----- ---- -------------- ---- --~------------~----- - ---------- ---- - ------- __ e.
1953 61.637 5.332 8.2311 .576 ... 99 .91. .975 2.630
195ft 9 .883 10 • .,..9 15.623 1 ..... 1 1.252 2.21t1 2.381 5.832
1~i5 U ••Iit 1i.ill 210171 Z.it?i 3.1i3 --- :S.IU :s.no --~-
1956 1.77.*36 2•• ~79 3".2110 1+.11.95 3.591 6.133 6.1t75 1".269ln~ l~I:§U-#:m ~~:U~ ~:gn t~g~ ~:U~ ~:!~~ t~;~~~
1959 325.358 H2.37 59.212 •• 325 7...0.. 11 ••97 12.1t19 25.389t~U nt~~~ . 1. It ----- -q-:U: H:~~~ U:~~~ t~:nf U:2n n:llB
---~t._'l~I_6~~i 1+.5.515 7. 98 3 •• 91 ull:J!L--- u:m ----Ji.:-Ut------ll:lli.--- U:Ul
196. 361.50ft 117.975 11 .595 23.051 20.736 31.6"7 32.991 59.1t23
1965 315.826 11".906 116.t1t6 21t.596 22.2 ..6 33.tflt 31t.1t" 59.255
196& 212.693 -r,.~ ·1. 29 2,..890 22.66.. 32. 1 33.9211 55'162
1967 2117.113 76.269 It. 32 25.57. 23.397 33.2 a 31t.3311 55. 93
,1968 22~.627 71.560 Ll.Z19 25.599 23.531 32.759 33.618 52.1119
1969 258.010 71.883 '8 ...90 25.115.. 23.111+0 32"111 33.850 52.637
1970 253.196 71.672 118.220 2&.061+ 21t.091 32.890 33.983 52.1+89
----rnt--- --m:ifr-- H:t~t ~f:~:11- - it:~ --i~~~ ----fl:frt - - i~:fit- ~i:it1
1973 233.597 69.375 81t.635 2&.371 2... 50,. 32.827 33.7116 51.351
197,. 231.000 68.572 113.179 26.379 21t.51t5 32.712 33.&52 51.1175
1975 23C.72. 66.097 63.210 26.390 2... 58. 32.627 33.553 50.556
1976 233. OJ It 68.072 83.279 2&."1+0 21+.652 ~2.621 33.5.. 1 58."."
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._----_._-----REFERENCE DATE AND TIMEI 60/0S/ll. 17.16.38.
'--J
o
---------- FIELD POINT PRESSUkES WITH LINEARIZED F~EE SU~F~CE CONDITION ----------
L.F.S. FO~ WAIRAKEI GROUP ~ .1_1953 TO 197&
~FEROjGE{lHE~1:~£.~-~~·H... 17.1_4.
TIME AND FLOW DATA ~EAD FQOM FILE twLFSG3 t wITH FJRM~TI(rl0,15~,F15.21
FLOW DATA WERE CONVERTED FROM TYPE b (10E& POUNbSIYE~Q I TO KGlSEC BY THE MULTIPLICATIvE FACTOR 1 ... 3779290E-02
INPUT PARAMETERS I
NUMBE~ OF DATA POINTS (Nil
DELTA-TAU I

























0.00 1692.00 1011.00 3&O.GO 533.00 721.011
L.F.S. FD~ WAIRAKEI G.DUP 3 , 1953 TO 191&
_._----------...-.-....------- - ..- ---.------------ -----,.----._.-.-.--_.-.--. ------_-..- _.__ .'.._ .
TIME FLOW FIELG ORAWDOWN AT SP~CIFIED OISTANCE FROM BOREHOLE(KGISEC I PiETE RS OF HEAD I
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._._---------------P1ETE~SI 821. CO 0.00 1&92.00 1011.QO 3&0.OQ 533.00 727.00
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,------t~~~ ~:~~~ ~:g~g 8:88~ ~: g8~ g:88~ 8:888 8: 08g 8:ggX_.--.---l-~ -.---~------_G~4_------.~ .. ~."" ~~" ~W •••44
195& O.COO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 lI.OOD
1951 O,OOC 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.liOO O.OOll 0.000 0.000
19511 0.000 0.0~0 ~.OOO 0.01l0 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.000
1959 (.000 o.OriO 0.000 OollOO 0.000 0.000 (l.000 .000
19&0 D.OOO O,OOC 0.000 0.000 O.OCO 0.000 0.000 0.000
19&1 4."2e .052 .200 • CiS ,031 .134 .094 .0&3
19&2 O.OOC .0 .. 8 .126 .[i15 .036 .098 .071 .057
----1-1.l}9-e&~;J. H. ~&;J ----~-----.~--.. ·----.~11- - .11.. .~- .-.Jt!-2-.~.
196'+ 12.365 .364 1.091 .115 .211 ,193 .597 ...29
19&5 12.C3lt ... 10 1.210 .157 .351 .955 .7.. 0 .5..1
196& 1 ~.515 .5110 1."77 .203 ..... 7 1.1Z9 .llllll .669
19&7 11.&13 .654 1.546 .241 .512 1.209 .910 .7 ..1
1966 11.212 .712 1.59& .21& .566 1.2&7 1.031 .1l01
1969 10.838 .159 1.629 .307 .610 1.3011 1.076 .85..
Ull- ~:~~~.- :H~ i:U& -u----:lli.----.- :ill..1:ill---. --.f:UL. jU
1912 6.861t ,815 1.57" .311 .676 1.301 1.099 .901
1913 f.lt78 .821 1.551 .365 .68& 1.Z119 1.096 .905
19710 e.217 .1l25 1.533 ,391 .694 1.219 1.092 .9111
1975 7.921 .1l26 1.509 ... 07 .698 1.26" 1.ll1lJ .905
t91f> 7.233 .619 1,1t&5 ."11t .696 1.235 1.116" .8910______________________________________________________________________________________________ • 4 _
REFERENCE GATE AND TIMEI 80105111. 11.16."1.
-..j
f-'
--- FIELD POINT PRESSURES WITH ...LIKEAJUZ£O._flELs..u.IUAC.E._~OH.QlT.l.OjL~-~~--~.. - ..
~1~!!lw~~R~~eIR~~~Iyi!~~p.:IJ£~?~3 TO ~~7~,_~~
_r I I1E AND -rtmr-oua-Ittttl-~-"F1t:~~nG __--~-"r-Tff -n1t'l~-Y-rtl1...,"1~X-.l""1'.-Z-)
-FIOWDlTA WERCCONVERTEO-FlfOHTYPE -sllicTpcHiHISfr-tH" - -) TOKGiSECBT THE HULTIPLfCAti liE FACfoR 1... 3779291£-'2
INPUT PARAI1ETERSI
Ntli'I,ER--or-ItAIAPotlfTS - tlt) r 2_
DEL A-TAul 3.U,6E+.7 SE:ONDSF--UU.1LllWB.._ UlU • _J..QEtU 11 EJ ERSPOROSpY CPHI) I If. OE-O}~i=~iA~I~~~~): K) I ~:t~ lCU-lt-c~h~U~~S .
DYNAMIC lIISCOSITY (HU)I l'U9E-U KG/I1ETER-SECONOPiZ. THICKNESS CHII 9.2 OE+ 2 I1EfE~S
- - S NlCftNGVEt"OCfTYtlf) I ~. 'E- I't£1'ERISECONO
7 RA IuS SPEC FICATIONSI 578.00 0.00 15.. 0.00 73... 00 360. 00 19".00 388.00
L.F.S. FOR WAIRAKEI GROUP ... 1953 TO 1976ft. ft. • _ • .-----.-...- ••-.- __••• - •• _ ~ _ , --.- .., •._ .
TIME FLOW FIELO ORANDOWN AT S~ECIFIED DISTANCE FROH BOREHOLE
CKG/SEC) ("EYERS OF HEAD)___________.~__' ._•• ._•••• •• __ ••• .•_•••_••~~•.• •.•.••••._.6 •••__ .••••• • • _
"ETERS I 578. DO Q.OO 15"0.00 73".00 360.00 19".00 388. DO
-----I!ff~~~~~~JIjli--------i~iif------~!--------!~jii--------i~!i~--~~~---i~ij!--------!~i~~---i~i!i~----------------- ;3
1956 30.999 .703 3.23.. .117 ."05 1.lt06 2.318 1.280
1957 54.392 1.871t 7.307 .331 1.273 3.501 5.595 3.220
US8 69.891 --"3"~----.-.- !"t.U! .61& 2.266 5.1'39 11.7&2 5.32.
1959 11~."OIl 5.331 17.633 1.063 3.777 9.227 13.916 8.575
1961 1.O..i...3Jt.2 .6.. 9ft 8. __.__...z..L...U7 1.493 5.1l.... 11 ...51 16.551 10.719
196~ 73.854 7.~31 11.~ltIt 1.1113 5.718 11.83~ 16.238 li.173lUa tU:~I' ta:'li~t:i~3 nn-----1:.lli-----1:m------ll:ih.-----U:1U--- 1.:1~19~" 232.3 3 1".681 ... 67.. 3.687 10.987 23 ...57 33.6113 22.017
1965 219.709 17.625 lli.03.. ".532 13.29" 27.569 38.6'+5 25.968
1966 2it.918 20.053 •"It 5.36 15.308 30.63 42.098 28.951
1967 189.461 21.39" 5 .292 6.D5~ 16.601+ 31.68a ..2...31 30.876
19611 1..2.395 21.397 ~2.9 6.518 16.958 30 ...76 39.512 29.093
1969 211.203 22.89" 51.J66 7.181 18.190 32.881 ..3.1+65 31.319
U-ll-- -- ~3~:~n ~~:2U ----U:ill- - l:Ui U:1U n:Ui - --h:tiU U:Uk
1972 196.19~ 25.907 55.270 8.8.. 0 20.890 36,"11 47.299 34.783
1973 186.059 26.335 5... 75~ 9.268 21.381 36.589 .. 7.102 35.008
1974 189.273 26.760 55.111 9.670 21.848 36.97.. 47.455 35 .... 2
1975 186.611 27.130 55.198 10.030 22.230 37.2"0 "7.620 35.682
1916 182.956 27.375 55.038 10.3"7 22.522 37.357 47.563 35.821
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_..-.._------------..-----------------------REFERENCE DATE ANO TIHEI 80/05/11. 17. ~,"7.
---------- FIELG POINT pqESSUkES wITH LINEARIZED F~EE SU~FAGE CONCITION
L.F.S. FOk ~AIKAKEI GROUP 5 , 19~3 TO 197&
~EFE~ENCE LA H AfoH H>4£; aG,tltSl11. 11.1&.lt-:'.
TIME ANu FLOW DATA READ FRO'" FILE tWLFSG5 t WITH FDRMATIII10.15X,F15.2)
FLOW DATA WERE CONvERTED FPO" TYPE d (10E6 POUNDSlrEA~ ) TO KG/SEC ar THE MULTIPLICATIvE FACTOR 1."3779290£-02
INPUT PARAHETE~SI




DENSlT r (RHO) I
PEPHEI>3lLITY I ~Il
DYNAMIL vIsccsrr Y (MUI I
P.Z. THICKNESS (HII




3.30 OE +0 2
".~00E-Q1











~1!: TE ~ S
'1ETEP/SECONDlI.n 1566.00 709.00 533.0 C 19".00 311.00
L.F.S. FO~ WAl~AKEI G~GUP 5 , 1953 TO 197&
___ ._ _. .. e._ .. _ _ .~__ .. .• -----._••_~ .~. __ _. ~•• •••• •.• _ •••.-. • _
TIME FLCW FrELL DRAWOOWN AT SPECIFIED DISTANCE FROM BORE.HOLE( KG/ SEC ) I MET EllS 0 F HE ADI
-----_.------.---_.-----------------------------------------------_.-------------------------------------------_._-----------------HETERSI 602.~O O.OC 15611.00 709.00 533.00 19".00 311.00
----------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------------------19 53 o. 0aCO.0 a0 O. a 00 0 • DO 0 0 • COO 0 • 000 O. og 0 Q. 000 '-J
i~~~ tug -J;ZZZ-Z;-lli :.:m-- tm. l:1U &:~U J:Ul w
195& 37.771 .8J6 3.597 .13& .611 .979 2.m 1.9..6
1'357 6e.D65 2.166 6.355 .393 1.688 2. 01If 6.5... ".85G
195& S5.139 3.119 9.791 .b17 2 ... 73 3.b53 1.990 6.211
1959 87."18 ~.5&9 13.9&0 .9&0 3.&&3 5.313 11.385 8.87&
1950 15c.97b 7.304 23.021 1.5511 5.855 8.506 18.&16 1".380
19&1 96.00C e.~45 22.503 1.~o1 &.9.~ 3.&76 18.912 15.238
iU~ 1~i:ill--l1:1~t -- Jl:ill.i:Jt J.~:~L..n-_-l.tID ~~:U~ .u_nn_l1:ill u _
19&.. 252.5~9 16.350 ..4.997 ~.097 13.~59 18.&90 37.260 29.658
1965 2&7.155 19.607 52.259 5.06& 10.388 22.550 .. 3.&81 35.1lt5
196& 295.C35 23.326 5'1.6611 6.16.. 19 ... 0.. 26.,.51 SIt.1S7 635
1967 297.930 26.378 &".611 7.232 22.09.. 29.763 51t.883 885
1966 200.461 2&.670 59.187 7.912 22.1I1t5 29.972 51.3~7 "3.12&
1969 21,3.5&10 26.IIE7 61.256 6.672 2... D29 3~.17~ 52.:~8 1t".~1~i~j~ ill:g~ ll:ill-_n--- --%till-u- 1l:~U--~':~Un h:,r~ n_--U:uL :~:1~2n-n--_un-
1972 237.479 31.130 &1t.709 10.675 2&.991 3/t.29 5&.157 "7.190
1973 20&.392 31.071 62.066 11.098 27.121 3".073 5.....96 /t6.651
1974 190.11&" .30.&116 59."&1 11.,'+12 26.S50 33.511 52.,.93 ..S.233
1975 1o&.e62 29.1172 55.925 11.591 26 ... 05 32."73 .. 9.675 1t3.1"3
1976 195.237 29.606 5&.750 11.629 26.380 32.396 5 •• 083 "3.2"6
---------------------------------------------_.-._---------------._-_.-------------------------------------------------------------REFERoNCE DATE A~O TIHEI 60/05/11. 17.16 ...9.
---------- FI£LD PD.lltr PR£SSUJ<£SjUHt llHEAJUZ£D FIt££SCUl.FA.C£.C.OItDl.t.l.OJL..,..,.,.,.,. ...,.~_,. __
L.F.S. fO~ WlIRAKEI G~OUP & 1953 TO 191&~EFERENGE BATE ANB TIMEI 80/65/11. 17.1&.51.
TIME AND FLOW OA TA REA 0 FRO,.. FILE ;cWLFSG6 ;tKITH FORPun tI"1-' ,lSX,F"t5.21
FLO" DATA WEFE CONVERrED FROM TYPE 8 (10E6 POUNOS/YEAR -I TO KG/stc:sr fHEI1ULflpL:ICUt~EFAC:f()R. 1.10377929810-12
398.00
I~pUT pARAMETERSI
NUMBER OF DATA PGINTS (NIl 24
Dh f A-TAUI 3.156E+01 SE~O'4DS
FLUID LE~EL (011 3.3&0£+02 MET£~S
POROSITY (PHIII . 4.00CE-Ol
DENSITY (RHOII 6.1"'E+02 KG/CU. METERS
-f'-£-Q.#H8-Hl-f--¥---f*-H----- ---------~~-*-~-_Sfh-_lJE-~~-----------
DYNAMIC ~ISCOSITY (MUll 1.099E-0'l KG/METER-SECOND
P.l. THICKNESS (HI! 9. ,OOE+O 2 "'ETE~S
SINKING ~ELOCI TY (W II 5.4.. 5E-06 I'1£fERISECONO
7 ~AJIUS SPECIFICATIONSI 318.00 0.00 1312.00 12 7.00 388.00 311.81
L.F.S. FOR. ~AHAKEI GROUP & , 1953 TO 1976
- - ----.-...... - __ - • _. e. _ •••• ._.-.--..--.--.-..- _--.-..-.--.-.--._ • .--..-._ -... _____
TIME FLOW fIELu DRAwOOWN Ar SPECIfIED DISTANCE FROM BOREHOLE{KG/SECI (METE~S Of HEADI
--------------------------------------------------------------------_.-------.----...•.-_._----------------------------------------METERSI 318.00 0.00 1312.00 398.00 727.00. 388.00 311.00
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~------------------------------ ~1953 1,0192 .606 1.121 .065 .1+71+ .190 ...88 .619 -I>-
1954 4~.c90 2 ... 1+4 4.332 .284 1.942 .816 1.999 2.493
~9-#-- -~.-+--J--9-----_____h__M~---~_'+___--n--~ i.711- 2 .. 9. li.9"O 7.iU
1956 102.674 10.168 16.-H4 1.470 8.385 3.950 8.592 18.331
1957 19 (.134 16.61+6 26. e67 2. ~12 13,742 &.561 l,..U17 16.925
1958 16,;255 21),891 32.186 3.520 17.51+1 8.856 17.931 21.206
1959 194.63:' 24.01+,+ 36.96'+ 1+.565 20.931 11.031t 21.361 2".992
19100 1t38.642 39.611 El2.675 &.857 33.059 ;6.120 33.816 1+1.23&
1961 J7~.163 '+7.110 11.091t 8.831 39.92& d.013 40.7&6 .. '.18"
1962 565.225 b2.146 94.800 11.752 52.5&1 21.68& 53.&17 63.051
l%J -&4--2.. 41-a----- --~673----- -l34-.-U-l- 1+'0"'''- . --1'~-i----~i__--- -~4-~-- --U...l.n-
191010 916.152 106.279 1&3.951 20.816 91.712 ..8.&18 93.698 109.833
19£:5 83t.202 122.103 179.607 25.235 18'+.108 57.1t21 10&.162 123.61"
19f>6 90 ... 30C 131+.052 1'33.558 29.558 115.112 65.316 111.921 135.153
1967 820.991 139.218 19&.181 33.116 121.39.. 10.933 123.5i6 lltO.868
1966 6910723 137.412 166.300 35.790 121.131 73.579 123.06 138.901
19109 790.872 142.005 195.150 38.583 125.326 77.181 127.3 6 143.51+5
1970 71+5.851 143.699 195.569 1t0.888 121.318 79.723 129.2 5 1"5.209
1971 751+.1~ 1'+5.917- 1\f-1.7i2 4-3.4" 1-2-9.iU+- ---~-----UJ...-i14- --1..1.-.24
1972 720.564 145.347 196.738 1t4.731 130.381 83.701 132.261 1 .. 7.611
1973 f>88.1094 145.555 19".128 46.125 130.105 8".&42 131.9"& 146.976
1971+ b6'.901 11+1+.151 191.005 1+7.216 129.219 65.085 130.999 145.524
1975 t66.569 143.713 190.097 1+8.192 128.98.. 85.5&4 130.138 145.061
197& 61~.195 141.337 185.~96 1t8.816 127.226 65.329 128.909 142.&33







L.F.S. FOR WAl~AKEI G~OUP 1 , 19~3 TO 1976 DISTANCE TO CENTRAL POINT
L.F.S. FCK WAIPAKEI GROUP 2 , 1;53 TO 1976 DISTANCE TO CENTRAL POINT
L.F.S. FOR WAIRAKEI GP.OUP 3 , 1953 TO 1976 OISTANCE TO CENTRAL POINT
L.F .s. FO~·w./l 11"11-1(£1 G~ " .1%3 TO· 1910 O·IUAN~ TO C£MlRA~ POINT
L.F.S. FOR wAIRAKEI GROUP 5 , 1953 TO 1976 DISTANCE TO CENTRAL POINT
L.F.S. FOR WAIPAKEI GFOUF 6 , 1':153 TO 1976 DISrANCE TO CENTRAL POINT
-----------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------.--------_.---TIME FIELD QRAwOOwN AT CENTRAL POINT IN METERS OF HEAD
-----------------------------------_._---------_.------------------------------------------_...---------------------.--.--._-------
1953 6.190
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L.F.S. PRvG,AH UTILIZED 3.415 SECDNUS CFU TIH£
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This report was done with support from the
Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions
expressed in this report represent solely those of the
author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of
the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory or the Department of Energy.
Reference to a company or product name does
not imply approval or recommendation of the
product by the University of California or the U.S.
Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that
may be suitable.
